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Foreword
When I began this study of the Wessex novels my
subject was limited to a consideration of the influence of
the Wessex setting on the main characters. So great was
the wealth of material included in the reading, that the
subject broadened. I found that the Wessex setting in-
fluenced Hardy's novels in other ways besides the charac-
terization.
With the consent of my major instructor, I
therefore enlarged my subject to read as follows; the
influence of the Wessex setting on the novels of Thomas
Hardy with particular reference to the main characters.
f
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A. Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to determine and discuss the in-
fluences of environment on the novels of Thomas Hardy with particular
reference to the main characters. It is an established fact that the two
factors that make a character are heredity and environment. In this study
no attempt will be made to trace the effect of the former on Hardy's
characters.
I accept the theory that Hardy's people of Wessex are different
from those of any other part of England. I shall attempt to discover how
far their environment of Wessex which is also the environment of Thomas
^ardy is responsible for this. To accomplish this purpose I have divided
this study into four main sections.
In the first section I am justified in considering the life of
Thomas Hardy, a Wessex man. Since he is a product of the same environment
as the people whom he portrays, he must be better qualified to write
truthfully of them than an outsider would be. Because he is a Wessex
man, Hardy knows with greater accuracy the reaction of the natives to the
environment. Through knowing as nearly as possible to what extent Hardy,
especially in the formative period of his youth, was influenced by Wessex,
we shall understand more cloarly the treatment of V/essex in his novels.
In the second section I am considering the characteristics peculiar
to the ",'essex country. The natives of Wessex in general as depicted by
authors other than Hardy have been influenced by old methods of living
rather than by progressive modern ones. These people have been until
recently very primitive as a result of their isolation and their looking
toward the past. Now we hear occasionally of their being in a state of
transition because of recent influences brought in from the outside. A
careful reading of the Wessex novels shows that Hardy has recognized these
•
facts. Having studied '.Vessex itself, we are able to judge with g,vn- ter
fairness Hardy's integrity of characterization in relation to the environ-
ment of V/essex.
The third section is devoted to showing how Hardy's life in V/essex
and the peculiarities of V/essex have influenced his technique. I find that
in contrast with many of the great novelists who have preceded him he has
made setting more important than plot or characterization. The setting
has influenced his plots through the use of coincidence. Hardy felt justi-
fied in this because of his fatalistic We ssex philosophy. In the case of
his characterization, I feel that he loses his sureness of touch in exact
porportion as he portrays characters outside of V/essex.
There is yet one more characteristic of Hardy's technique which is
worthy of mention. I refer to his appropriateness of background for
dramatic incidents. Although the reader may consider that this were
better discussed in connection with the setting, he appreciates it better
after he has become acquainted with Hardy's method of developing plot and
with his characterizations; for the background is as well suited to the
character as to the incident.
The fourth and most important part is an actual study of the
outstanding characters of the V/essex novels as portrayed by Thomas Hardy.
The following factors of environment are considered; occupations, recrea-
tions, environment in relation to emotional balance, and philosophy of life.
These influences are studied separately in the different characters to find
individual reactions.
Through assembling the results of these studies, one may generalize
and state what the influence of the V/essex setting is on the novels of
Thomas Hardy with particular reference to the main characters.
r
PART I
Hardy* s Life in Wessex gives hin intimate knowledge
of the background for bis novels.
fr
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B. Presentation of Results of Study
I
Hardy's life in Wessex gives him intimate knowledge of the background for
his novels
1. Early Years
(1) Parents
The Hardy family at an early date, 1369, emigrated from Normandy to
Jersey, The cause of this move is unknown and the possessions of the family
were left behind for other heirs. Twelve years after the emigration, Clement
LeHardy from whom the central line of Hardys today claim direct descent, be-
came magistrate of the island. During the next century, Jersey became a
battle ground for the French and the English. To protect the inhabitants
the pope issued a bull of anathema against all who should molest the island.
As a result there was peace in this section as far as France and England were
concerned until the last of the seventeenth century.
An interesting story is told in this connection of Clement LeHardy
and Henry VII of England. It will be remembered that the beginning of this
king's reign markod the close of the War of the Roses and the victory of
the House of Lancaster. Owing to the usurpation of the throne by Richard
III, Henry had fled from England to gather adherents in Brittany. A storm
arose, the ships were driven from the course, and Buckingham and Henry
arrived unprotected on the Jersey Coast. Here despite royal orders, Hardy
entertained and protected them, and finally conducted Henry to the Norman
Shore. When the future king left Clement he gave him a ring as he said
"Sic donec-n . These words became a part of the coat of arms of the Hardy
family. When Henry was crowned, he showed his gratitude by making Clement
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Lieutenant-Governor of the island.
John Hardy, the son of Clement, moved with his wife and family to
England and settled in the valley of the Frome River. He was the first of
the Wessex Hardys. This branch was the least distinguished of all. They
preferred the simple country life and local honors.
although this particular branch was a deteriorated one of a noble
and famous family, great care should be taken in identifying the Hardys with
any characters of the Wessex novels. Many readers have fancied a strong
resemblance between the Durbeyfields , once D'Urbervilles , and the Hardys,
once LeHardys. This premise is unsupportable and there is little in common
between the shiftless, ne'er do well Durbeyfields and the simple, rustic
Hardys
.
In fact, it would seem that Thomas Hardy's immediate parents were
comfortably situated financially, and a little better than their neighbors
intellectually. The father was a builder and usually employed about ten
men on the average. Thus he was able to provide a good education for his
son. Mrs. Hardy, a descendent of the Swetmans and Childs, Was from the
English yeomanry. Her people had lived for centuries in Melbury Osmond,
the "King's Hintock" in V/essex. They were independent small landholders
as far back as 1635.
Hardy's maternal grandmother was a very important figure in his
education. She lived until he was seventeen years old and was a store-
house of legends and tales of the Vi'essex country. Years later he was able
to recall many of them and relate them in his novels.
"With cap-framed face and long gaze into the embers-
We seated around her knees-
She would dwell on such themes not as one who remembers
Eut rather as one who sees.
"She seemed one left behind of a band gone distant
So far that no tongue could hail;
Past things were to her a3 things existent
Things present but as a tale." (1)
(1) "The Life of Hardy" Brennecke Page 43
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Note. Racial sympathy for Yfessex people
Although Hardy was one of the regular Wessex people, he remembered
that his father nas a Napoleonic hero as well as a Dorset nan. Thus he was
able to write from the viewpoint of an observor as well as a native of
7,'essex. For instance, in the article "The Dorsetshire Labourer" he describes
the conditions in Dorset from the point of view of the analyst examining a
class of people — the peasants of Dorset.
Yet through his mother and grandmother he inherited many of the Wessex
tendencies. This combination made him capable as a native of comprehending
the inborn prejudices and primitive survivals as well as of analyzing with
the colder more judicial attitude of the scientist. Only a man who sympa-
thized with the Wessex people could have created Gabriel Oak, Giles
Winterbourne , and Tess Durbeyfield.
(2) Education -
Note. At home and in Dorchester
Just as Hardy owed much to his grandmother as an invaluable source
of information pertaining to Wessex, so he did to his mother for that general
education which tends so much to broaden the outlook and deepen the under-
standing of humanity as a whole. She spent much of her time in reading the
best in literature: for example, Horace, Catullus, and the English Cavalier
Poets. Very likely she felt superior from a literary point of view to her
associates. The hatred of class prejudice as portrayed in "The Hand of
Ethelbertha" may be traced to his mother.
Although much of Hardy*s early education was received from his
mother, he attended the primary school at Dorchester. Sundays he was accus-
tomed to attend services there at St. Peters. These early years were spent
in upper Brockhampton, on the edge of Brockhampton Heath which does not differ
much from Egdon Heath in the "Return of the Native". At this time the rail-
road had not reached this section of the country, no new influences were
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brought in, and the people dressed and talked as they had done for the past
one hundred years. In this setting, the youth of Thomas Hardy was spent.
His play hours were with the children of Upper Brockhampton, where he learned
to speak naturally and fluently the Wessex dialect as well as the English
language.
2. Choice of a Career
(1) Studied architecture
Thomas encouraged by his father decided to become an architect.
At this particular time there was great opportunity for the boy to secure
first hand knowledge of the architecture of many of the near-by buildings.
Many of these priceless old ruins were torn down and replaced by atrocious
modern things. Young architects did much copying of old churches even down
to the minutest details. Later, Hardy was horrified that he could have
taken part in such Vandalism.
He left his employer, Hicks, in 1862, and went to London as assistant
to Bloomfield, the architect of the Bank of London. Despite his study, Hardy
never made a great success of his work; probably because his heart was not
in it.
Note. Influence on the Construction of his Novels
This study of architecture influenced two of his novels, "Desperate
Remedies" and "The Laodicean". The former has for its hero a rather un-
successful young architect, Edward Springrove. Some critics think this is a
portrayal of Hardy himself when he was engaged in this type of work. The
young man is a rather colorless individual who has to go through the usual
vicissitudes of drawing plans in competition for appointments to construct
new or to remodel old buildings. The reader feels that on the whole Hardy
brings comparatively little of the influence of architecture into the novel
and that if Springrove had been engaged in some other profession he would
have done about the same.
r
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In "The Laodicean'' there is a picture of the remodeling of old
architecture in TiVessex in conformity with later prevailing styles. The
hero is first discovered copying the doorway of an old cathedral. Because
of his profession he secures the opportunity to remodel an old castle.
The discussion is rather technical and not as interesting to the casual
reader as the portrayal of the more simple occupations. In determining
the influence of Hardy's study of architecture on the main characters of
this novel, I find that it is comparatively negligible and worthy of
little notice. In all, the characters of only two books were effected
and that in a relatively unimportant way.
(2) Studied Art
While studying architecture, it was suggested to Hardy that he
might combine literature and architecture by becoming an art critic
especially in the realm of architectural art. In competition for a
prize he wrote an essay called "The Application of Colored Bricks and
Terra Cotta to Modern Architecture." Although he was given the medal he
did not get the money. This marked the end of his work as a designer.
Note. Influence on his Books
This influence is shown in his books in his references to artists
and paintings. Through book after book he repeatedly employed such
references in an attempt to illustrate more aptly a very definite char-
acteristic. Through these references he brings his people before a person
educated in the field of portrait painting with groated clearness than by
pages of description. But for the average reader, the illustrations are
vague because of a lack of knowledge of the examples mentioned.
I will mention some of the main characters which have definitely
been labelled in a way which probably would not be clear to the average
reader. Miss Drusilla Fawley is described as turning upon then a coun-
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tenance like that of Sebastiano's "Lazarus". (1) In the "Well Beloved"
Hardy pays a high tribute tc the beauty of Avice the Second — "Not unlike
that of the three goddesses in Rubens* ' Judgment of Paris' and in contour
well nigh perfection". (2) He speaks thus of Elfride whose thought fulness
of face was comparable to that of some old master. "The characteristics
of expression of the female faces of Correggio- that of the yearning human
thoughts that lie too deep for tears was her's sometimes". (3) In
Tess of the D'Urbervilles" , he pictures Tess and Marian in the fields
digging out turnips in the following manner: "The pensive character which
the curtained hoods lent to their bent heads would have reminded the ordinary
observor of some early conception of the two Marys". (4) In all proba-
bility the ordinary observor would have been too cold and uncomfortable if
he had happened to see the two girls at their work to think of any Mary
to say nothing of the two Marys I
Other artists referred to in the books are numerous as well as
their compositions. The following might be listed as indicative of the
extent of Hardy 1 s acquaintance with them: Post Raphelites, Vandyke,
"Sudarium of St. Veronica", Grieze's "Head of a Girl", Correggio 's "Holy
Family", Velasquez, Van Beers, Nollekins, Dahl, Turner, Perugino, Titian,
Sebastino, Del Sarto, Reni, Spagvoletto, Lely, and Reynolds.
3. Hardy's Literary Work
Although Hardy had spent many years in preparation for the pro-
fession of architecture, he soon began to feel that he would rather write
than plan buildings. He felt that much of the success of an architect
depended upon his conversational rather than his professional abilities.
(1) "Jude the Obscure" Page 224
(2) "The V/ell Beloved" Page 149
(3) "A Pair of Blue Eyes" Page 67
(4) "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" Page 326
rr
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Another influence doubtless lay in the fact that he had already begun to
write poetry.
(1) Poet
It is a generally accepted truth that his earlier poems were not
a success. Many of them according to Chew were destroyed, some re-
vised, and some published. Chew summarizes the excellence of this work
in the following quotation:
"He was a pessimist in so far as that character applies to a
man who looks at the worst contingencies as well as the best in human
condition. Being little attracted by excellences in form and rhythm
apart from content he, sometimes when feeling outran artistic speed,
perpetrated sonnets in the loosely rhymed Elizabethan fashion, which
every right-minded reviewer says he ought not to have done." (1)
These poems were not well received and Hardy himself admitted fifty
years later that no one would publish them. They are pessimistic and show
the general emotional confusion of the age which the "Origin of the Species"
had produced in the minds of all thinking people. Although I may be getting
ahead of the story, it is interesting to note that after many years he re-
turned to poetry and wrote the great dramatic poem "The Dynasts" which deals
with the events in Europe during the ten years of the career of Napoleon
Bonaparte. Although many literary honors were given Hardy including honora-
ry degrees in the doctorate from both Cambridge and Oxford as well as the
Order of Merit and the Gold Medal of the Royal Society of Literature, he
never won the great distinction, the Nobel Prize. Bremiecke thinks this honor
might have been given to a younger or more obscure poet for "The Queen of
Cornwall".
(2) His Early Novels
There was more than one good reason why Hardy in his earlier writing
turned from poetry to prose. Concerning this Mrs. Hardy says
"Whether or no, he did not seriously take up prose until two or three
years later when he was practically compelled to try his hand on it by
finding himself perilously near the ground between the two stools of
(1) "Thomas Hardy Poet and Novelist" By Samuel Chew Page 13
rr
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architecture and literature." (1)
His first prose work, "The Poor Man and The Lady", was never pub-
lished. It was at this time that Meredith from the standpoint of a critic
advised less conversation and more incident, acting on this advice Hardy-
wrote "Desperate Remedies" which was published anonymously in 1871. Of
this book Chew says, "Hardy himself had to finance the undertaking and
advance seventy-five pounds for that purpose." (2)
The second book, "Under the Greenwood Tree", was also published
anonymously. Next came "A Pair of Blue Eyes", the first of his books to
bear the author's name. Although immature in comparison with the great
works that followed, it shows a distinct advance over the former ones.
The plot is far less exaggerated than "Desperate Remedies" which was very
sensational although he is still largely dependent on coincidence. And
it shows more power than "Under the Greenwood Tree". It was his first
work to appear in serial form before publication as a book. The success
of this story was sufficiently marked to warrant Hardy's abandonment of
architecture and henceforth he committed himself wholly to the writing of
imaginative literature.
(3) His Later Novels
Following these first three productions came a long line of the
famous Wessex novels which have so established Hardy's fame that critics
are now venturing to predict immortality for the "historian of Wessex".
These later books were produced in the following order.
"Far From the Maddening Crowd", the only Y.'essex novel with a happy
ending, is powerfully drawn especially in the characterizations of Gabriel
Oak and Bathsheba Everdene. The plot is relatively simple and presents a
picture of sheep-raising in Yfessex.
U) "The Early Life of Thomas Hardy" By Florence Hardy Page 63
(2) "Thomas Hardy Poet and Novelist" By Samuel Chew Page 21
f
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"The Hand of Ethelbertha" falls far below the standard set by the
preceeding novel. The cause for this seems to be Hardy's failure to pre-
sent people not of the Wessex type.
"The Return of the Native" in which the Wessex setting, the spirit
of Egdon Heath, dominates the situation, is to me the most beautifully
written of all the Wessex novels. It is Hardy's masterpiece with the
possible exception of "Tess" and the strife between the old Wessex and the
outside influences lives and breathes on every page.
"The Trumpet Major" presenting a rather vague picture of the flour
milling industry falls far short of the "Return of the Native". Although
it is a Wessex novel it lacks the power and character which stamp the
others. So too does "Two on a Tower", and it would seem that Hardy was
almost declining in power when suddenly the next great novel came.
"The Mayor of Casterbridge" is a study of the fatalistic philosophy
of Wessex on the developnent of the character of Michael Henchard. It is
a splendid picture of primitive, local customs and beliefs.
"The Woodlanders" ranking close after "The Return of the Native"
and "Tess" is a picture of Wessex in transition. The scene is laid in the
orchards and woodlands and shows the great emotional disturbances caused
by the new beliefs and ways of living that are still being introduced into
Wessex.
Following this excellent piece of work came "Tess of the D'Urber-
villes" claimed by many as Hardy's greatest work. Tess is a real Wessex
woman, a primitive, innocent country girl. It is doubtless one of the
greatest portrayals of character as influenced by environment in the whole
field of English fiction.
The next novel, which is next to the last, is also next to the
worst. "Jude the Obscure" portrays characters so hopelessly the pawns of
fate and with such stark horror in attendance that the reader throws down
r
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the book with a shudder at the helplessness of humanity. The plot is
exaggerated and one of the leading characters, Sue Bridewell, is a fit
subject for a psychoanalyst. Again here is a failure to portray people
not typically V/essex.
The last novel "The Well Beloved" is a curious mixture of clever
description of the old customs of Portland, the Gibralter of V/essex, and
weak meanderings attempting to portray a man who has outgrown the V/essex
environment. Hardy himself calls it a study of temperament but it is not
to be compared with the great novels portraying the temperament of the
characters of the great Wessex novels , the temperament of the Wessex
peasants.
Conclusion of First Section
In summarizing the facts of Hardy's life one can see that except
for the London period when Hardy was studying architecture, he was
essentially a Wessex boy both by heredity and environment. He lived and
thought as did the people of V/essex. Most of his education was secured
in Wessex. Therefore he is peculiarly fitted to portray the people of
that section of England. Herein he is particularly successful but as
soon as he wanders away from V/essex, he fails both in characterization
and plot
.
To understand the novels and the author, it is quite necessary
to know something of the social and economic conditions which have pre-
vailed for many years in V/essex and are now undergoing a gradual change.
This will be considered in the following section.
I
PART II
General characteristics of the Wessex country
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II
General Characteristics of the Wessex Country
1. The People
(1) Primitive
The people of Wessex are the most primitive of England. For many
years they were untouched by outside influences. Until within approxi-
mately fifty years, the inhabitants of Wessex lived, thought, and talked
as they had done for hundreds of years. Almost hostile to strangers,
never going beyond their immediate borders, twenty miles being an enor-
mous distance, they were a part of old England untouched by modern England.
(2) Survivors of the Celts and Saxons
Wessex represented formerly all of South-west England and roughly
speaking was the old West Saxon kingdom. Now Wessex is generally understood
to mean Dorset.
We have no reliable information of the first conquerors of this
land; but they were probably of the Iberic race, a sea-faring people of the
northern part of Spain.
The first race of people in the land who left any definite mark
wa s the Celts. They occupied the country at the time of the Roman inva-
sion and are described as short, dark, fierce warriors. They usually
fought in chariots or in hand to hand warfare. The sun seems to have been
the principal object of worship among the Celts, and the groves of oak,
and the remarkable circles of stones commonly called Druidical circles,
their temples of worship. Maiden Castle which was built for defense is
of Celtic origin. It is a fortress whose ramparts are made of earthern walls
and overlap. It is provocative of much curiosity on the part of the modern
student and stands as silent testimony to the characteristic spirit of these
f
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early ancestors of the present inhabitants of Wessex.
Not only are the people of Wessex descended from the Celts but
from the Saxons who conquered the land after the withdrawal of the Roman
legions. From these people they inherited a tenacious spirit of keeping
what they got. (1)
(3) Inbred Paganism
The early Pagan ideas have in many cases come down side by side
with the later Christian ones. And every Wessex person who saw it must
have felt an inborn reverence toward Stonehenge the early place of
worship for his ancestors. Woden was the god of the Saxons and his
worship was passed down to the descendents of Alfred. Great superstition
tinges all the beliefs of the natives of Wessex.
2. Pageantry of the Past
(1) Barrows
To the archaeologist the barrows of England have been very inter-
esting. They give evidences of both the Roman and the Celtic occupation
of the land. These barrows are mounds of earth raised to mark the resting
places of the dead. The Celts buried the bodies or ashes of their chiefs
in these barrows many of which still crest the Wessex hills. In some
cases pottery was buried also, and in others simply the ashes which were
usually enclosed in an urn.
There are remains of barrows at Partisham known as Hellstone. The
boulders are scattered but originally it was a long barrow containing nine
stones in the center supporting a long top-stone. These stones are now
exposed to view as the soil has worn away. Probably this is the burial
place of some great chieftain. The name Hellstone signifies that this
mound was in honor of the goddess, Hel, one of the Norse deities of the
(1) "The Wessex of Romance" By Sherron Page 159
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dead and the sister of Loki. This testimonial is doubtless indicative of
the Norse invasion of the island. (l)
(2) Existing evidences of Roman Occupation
The modern person is accustomed to think of the Roman occupation of
Britain as a temporary thing; but in reality the Romans were in England for
nearly three hundred years or longer than the white man has been in America.
In 410-11, the legions were recalled to Rome—fifteen hundred years ago
—
but in spite of these hundreds of years and the invasion of the Anglo-Saxons,
some evidences of this occupation still remain. Those nay be seen in some
of the towns, especially in Casterbridge, in the excavations, and in the
remains of roads, bridges, and arches.
The very name Casterbridge tells its Roman origin—the first half
being from the Latin castra. In the "Mayor of Casterbridge", Hardy mentions
the Roman ruins in this city.
"It looked Roman, bespoke the art of Rome, concerned the dead of
Rome." (2)
'.Thenever the peasant in his plowing or his digging happened on a
Roman grave he would find the remains of a soldier who had lain there for
1500 years.
"Lying on his side, knees drawn up to his chest, spear against arm,
bronze brooch on breast or forehead, a jar at his throat, a bottle at his
mouth." (3)
And when Mrs. Henchard was placed in the Roman burying ground where
many Roman ladies were sleeping, Hardy says:
"Mrs. Henchard 's dust mingled with the dust of women who lay orna-
mented with hairpins of glass and amber necklaces, and men who had in their
mouths the coins of Hadrian, Posthumus, and the Const ant ines." (4)
In Casterbridge are the ruins of an old ampitheater, a huge cir-
cular stone edifice built on the plan of the Coliseum and nearly as large.
(1) "The -Vessex of Romance" By Sherron Page 244-249
(2) "The Mayor of Casterbridge" Page 65
(3) "The Mayor of Casterbridge" Page 65
(4) "The Mayor of Casterbridge" Page 125
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At the opposite sides of the ampitheater on the north and the south were
openings and under the south entrance are arched cells where the athletes
and wild animals used to be kept. It is a place melancholy, impressive
and lonely, and half-overgrown by grass.
The general attitude of the Wessex people toward relics is one of
stolid indifference; but here the case is different. Gruesome traditions
are connected with the place. The first reason is that the town gallows
stood here for fifty years. Secondly, a murderess in 1705 was half-
strangled and burned here before a crowd of 1,000 people. Thirdly,
there are strange superstitions about the gladiatorial contests which
have taken place here. Formerly there was a legend that the ghost of
Hadrian's soldiers still return to watch the games.
Excavations have disclosed various phases of the Roman civiliza-
tion. One has already been mentioned — the Roman soldier. Flint imple-
ments and Roman spears are frequently found. In 1899 there was disclosed
a tasselated villa with a floor space of forty feet by twenty feet —
probably the drawing room, (l)
But we must not think that the Romans in Britain spent all their
time guarding Hadrian's wall. Quite the contraryl At the South there
were a more peaceful people who were more receptive to the Roman civili-
zation. Just as we hasten to build railroads today in developing a new .
section, so the Romans built their famous roads. These roads were so
solidly constructed that in Tudor times, after thirteen centuries of use,
they were still the main arteries of traffic. Many remain to this day.
Bridges were constructed with the same enduring qualities and today at
Preston, in Dorset, there is a rough arch made centuries ago and still in
use.
(1) "The 7/essex of Romance" By Sherron Page 253
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In "Jude the Obscure" Hardy speaks of the "ridgways" which crossed
the road:
"This ancient track ran east and west for many miles and almost
dovrn to within living memory had been used for driving flocks and herds
to fair and markets. But it was now neglected and overgrown". (1)
One would naturally think that these old ruins would rai se more or
less speculation in the minds of the prosent day natives. On the countrary
,
they seem to be indifferent and little impressed by the relics of the
people who for four hundred years saved England from the attacks of savage
hordes, though they themselves inflicted a foreign civilization upon her.
(2) Approximately the old 'Vest Saxon Kingdom
After the withdrawal of the legions, England was quickly attacked
by the Ficts and the Scots from the north; but even worse by barbarian
hordes from Germany — the Angles and the Saxons. The part of England long
known as wessex represented the old West Saxon kingdom.
The second invasion and conquering of England was a slow process
and took about two hundred fifty years. This was because except for the
Saxons all the tribes came for booty rather than to settle and having
attained their purpose withdrew. So it was many years before tribes
came for actual settlement. One thing done by these Saxons was to try to
blot completely out the Roman civilization. They made attempts to destroy
all traces of Roman conquest.
"Think of the gre-it Roman cities so famous in their day ,Silchester
Uriconum, Constatium — what are they now? Bare acres. Except London,
York, and Exeter, no city was spared; though we do not know at what d:te,
many of them were reinhabited. Such Britons as were not killed or (what
seems to have been usual) driven into a precarious refuge were kept to the
service of the connuerors , were swept out of their comfortable homes,
pushed away into the ?rilds of Wale3 or Cornwall, or driven to a precarious
refuge in the Fens. V;ith them went the old arts and culture, the old ideas
of law and government, the old sec urity of settled government. All the
things that Rome had stood for vanished; and not least among them Christian-
ity itself. England for nearly two hundred years a pagan country. The
twilight of the D?.rk Ages settled over it; and kings reigned here who could
neither write nor read —who had never heard the name of Christ." (2)
(1) "Jude the Obscure" P-ge 15
(2) *England" By Cyril Robinson Page 10
vl
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There is cause to believe that during these years Y/essex was the
important part of the country. One evidence of this is the fact that
many of the Saxon kings were buried here. Brightric is at Y/areham,
..thelbald and Athelbright at Sherborne, Ethelred and Cuthburgh at Wimbourne.
The architecture shows a combination of Roman and Saxon elements.
At Carbridge there is a tower which is Romano-Saxon, while Braemore Church,
Hants, is decidedly Saxon and here was observed the worship of Woden.
These two hundred years of Saxon rule are worthy of note because of
their probable influence on the slow development of present day Y/essex.
This may be one reason why Wessex has remained the most backward and primi-
tive part of England. This helps to account for the inbred paganism, the
ceremonies to Woden as well as to Christ. The Roman culture being destroyed,
it was necessary for southwestern England to start in culture from the very
beginning and be denied the advantage which had been characteristic of other
sections. Two hundred years of pagan rule were sufficient to put a serious
blight on the rapid development of the country.
(4) Traces of the Norman Conquest.
The third foreign invasion was that of the Norman French of which
there are few traces in Wessex. This influence shows itself chiefly in the
architecture. On the shore of Portland, the Gibralter of Wessex, there is
a castle keep on a crag. Some of the churches show Norman influence.
Castle Corfe on the Island of Parbeck had some connection with the first
six Norman kings. King John visited here and tradition associates this
castle with Edward II as a retreat found for him by the barons. Then no
more was heard of Y/essex in English history for a long time. This in part
indicates that the country was at peace and that the people suffered no
great disasters, but went along with their simple, quiet life.
3. Recent outside Influences
Picturesque as Dorset might be in its primitive customs, it could
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not remain through the modern era of civilization in this condition.
Though the sentimentalist may feel sad to see the quaint old order passing,
and though the transition may be accompanied with unpleasant occurrences
it was bound to come.
(I) Compulsory Education
The first great modernizing influence which influences Wessex as
Hardy described it was the Education Act of 1870. Schools such as there
were for the masses had been provided by the various churches and other
philanthropic bodies. The teaching was of poor quality and the scholar-
ship was at a low ebb. Now that the franchise had been extended to the
masses it was necessary to educate them.
"Henceforth, whenever the existing school was deemed inadequate,
public schools were to b e provided out of the local rates. Parents were
to contribute to the expense of such establishments up to a weekly maxi-
mum of nine d. The local authorities were empowered but not commanded to
make attendance compulsory in all parts and truancy punishable by a fine.
It remained (as was done in 1876) to exact compulsory attendance in all
parts. Then (as was done in 1876) to exempt the parent from the payment
of all fees; and with that the national system of free elementary educa-
tion was placed on the footing which it occupies today." (1)
The effect of the compulsory education is to place a great gap
between the parent and the child. The parent has lived and thought as his
or her ancestors have for two hundred years past. The child represents
modern ideas and in consequence there is a falling off of sympathy and
understanding between the two.
When Mrs. Durbeyfield's superstitions prevented her from allowing
the fortune telling book to remain in the house over night, Hardy comments
on the above mentioned situation.
"Between t he mother with her fast perishing lumber of superstitions,
folk-lore dialect and orally transmitted ballads, and the daughter with
her Trained National Teachings and Sixth Standard Knowledge under an in-
finitely revised code there was a gap of two hundred years as ordinarily
understood. When they were together the Elizabethan and Victorian Ages
stood juxtoposed." (2)
Another influence of the school has been on the language. It is
(1) "The Dorsetshire Labourer" Page 37
(2) "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" Page 23
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realized that a philologist would find the Wessex dialect instead of
being a mere corruption of English is a fairly consistent language in
itself. Hardv speaks of the corruption which is now taking place in it.
"Having attended the National School they mix the printed
language as taught, with the unwritten, dying V/essex that they learnt
of their parents, the result of this transitional state of affairs
being a composite language without rule or harmony." (1)
The influences of modern compulsory education on Hardy's Wessex
depicted to some extent in "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" and in "The Wood-
landers." Both Tess and Grace are out of sympathy with their environ-
ment because of the changed attitude which education has brought there.
The result is suffering to both. Tess symbolizes the sorrow that change
brings to V/essex and Grace symbolizes the indecision. Thus Hardy
pictures his Wessex as not made happier by the modernizing influence of
education.
Since other new influences, the railways, repeal of the Corn
Laws and the World War, which are now changing Wessex do not influence
the Wessex of Hardy's novels, I omit a discussion of them as not being
pertinent to my subject.
Having studied to some extent the life of Hardy and the peculi-
arities of Wessex, I shall endeavor in the following sections to show
the effect of these V/essex influences on his novels.
(1) "The Dorsetshire Labourer" Page 23
r
*PART III
Hardy's Technique as a Y.'essex Novelist
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III
Hardy's Technique as a V.'essex Novelist
1. Importance of Setting in Novels before Hardy
Practically any novel has one of three parts, plot, characteri-
zation, or setting, dominating the other two. A brief glance over the field
of English fiction will bear out this statement. Begin with Richardson's
"Pamela". The setting is inco '.sequential. Although Pamela journeyed
practically over all England, there is little description of the places of
her sojourn. And in every place her conduct was the same. She might as
well have been in one part of the country as the other. The plot is weak
and what interest there is lays in the character of Pamela. Not until
we come to "The History of Tom Jones" is setting considered. Here we have as
a background the whole vast expanse of English life in the eighteenth
century, the country estate, the great highway leading up to London-town,
and finally London itself. But even here we are more interested in the
masterly handling of a magnificent plot and the development through a
series of incidents of the character of Tom Jones. Sterne gives us an in-
sight into the customs of the countries in which the scene of "The
Sentimental Journey" is laid, but these customs are mere background for
the play of the feelings of the sentimentalist. He gives almost no plot,
but the simple daily incidents and setting allow characterization.
Smollet deviates from this in writing "Humphry Clinker" a story of in-
cident, but the setting is relatively unimportant. Coming down to Jane
Austin we find again that the plot is perfectly constructed; yet it is
through the power of characterization that the real sense of inevitable-
ness and the artistry are obtained. Reconciliation and love would
never have been possible to characters of any temperament other than
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that possessed by Elizabeth Bennett and Darcy. The setting is simply
that of the small town middle class life of the late eighteenth century.
But when we come down to Walter Scott we notice a change. Take for
instance "The Heart of Midlothian". The characterization of Jeannie
Deans is interesting but is truly understandable only in the light of
Scotch Presbyterianism as developed and practiced among the Scotch
Highlanders. The plot like that of many of Scott *s works is crammed with
incidents which may or may not be necessary to the logical development
of the story; but which primarily tend to portray the life and customs of
the country which forms the setting of the story.
2. Importance of Setting in Hardy's Works
In this respect we find that Hardy resembles Scott. The distinguish
ing characteristics of his books is the spirit of Wessex which is inter-
preted through his characters and his plots. True he has created some
outstanding figures in English fiction and his plots possess generally a
sense of inevitability. Both of these are inconceivable away from Wessex.
Against this setting of ..essex, the most primitive part of England, Hardy
projects his Wessex characters. In their acts and their feelings which
are typical of this part of the world may be read the universality in
application which causes U3 to appreciate the spirit of Wessex. In
further proof that the setting is the most important of the three elements
in these novels let us consider the technicalities of the plots and the
power of his characterization.
In the first place, any number of the plots show nothing new;
they are simple old stories told in a new and unusual way. Very often it
is only the eternal triangle — two people of one sex striving for one of
the opposite, thus producing the complication, while very often there is
a third person looking on, hopelessly loving one of the striving two.
For instance in "The Woodlander" Giles Winterbourne and Dr. Fitzpiers are
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striving for the love of Grace Melbury, while Marty South is looking on
and loving Giles in silent despair. In reality there is. nothing new in
the plot. The new element is in the setting. Giles and Marty represent
the old primitive 7/essex striving in vain against the modern civilization
as represented by Dr. Fitzpiers, for the wavering Grace is a product of
the old environment in the state of transition. The setting of Great
Hintock und Little Hintock, the woodlands and the orchards, dominate
the story and by their influence largely make the story.
There is a pare 1 lei situation in "The Return of the Native" in
the love lives of Eustacia, Clym, Wildeve, and Thomas in. An old, old
theme'. Look anywhere about you and see evidences of two men struggling
for the same girl and in the meantime one of the men loved by a girl
whom it never occurred to him to notice. Though rather an ordinary love
tangle, it is a love tangle portrayed in struggle with an uncommon
environment, Egdon Heath. Any one who does not feel that immovable
age old spirit of the heath does not understand the book. The influence
wrought in the lives of these people by the heath and its final conquest
over insignificant human beings who dare to struggle against it is the
great underlying theme. Structurally speaking the stories of Tess,
Michael Henchard, and Jude Fawley show a much more complete sublination
of all attendent circumstances to the development of one main ther«
,
although Wessex lives and breathes through the pages.
Without Wessex, Hardy would not be Hardy and the long list of
books known as the V/essex novels which we are pleased to regard with such
admiration without V/essex would be insignificant. With Hardy setting is
far more important than either plot or characterization as each of these
is accomplished through the setting.
3. Fatalistic Coincidence in Hardy's V/essex Novels
We find that the 7/essex environment exerted on Thomas Hardy's
r
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technique a decided influence. The development of many of his plots
depends on coincidence. Though such noted critics as William /ircher
say that this detracts from the inevitability of the solution of the
plot Thomas Hardy felt justified in using it. His argument for coinci-
dence lay in his fatalism. It is an accepted fact that all primitive
people are superstitious, that they are credulous regarding matters
beyond human control. One aspect of this is that whatever happens was
from the beginning bound to happen. Moreover a fatalist attaches great
importance to events which happen to coincide. Into them he reads a
hidden meaning - a decree of Fate.
Like many a primitive environment Wessex would be conducive
to these gloomy imaginings. We find that these fatalistic ideas con-
stituted the philosophy of Hardy, himself a native of Wessex. This
may have been the philosophy common to the natives of Wessex or it may
have been the philosophy of Hardy as his mind was influenced by life as
he saw it there in Wessex. In either case whether it is a direct in-
fluence of Wessex itself or the indirect influence of Wessex as it
effected Thomas Hardy the result on the artistry of the novels is the
same. To any person, not a fatalist, these melodramatic coincidences
result in a loss of inevitability in the solution of the plot.
Let us turn to some of the Wessex novels in proof of the above
statement, although we would find this characteristic showing in all
of them to a greater or less degree, I h:ive arbitrarily chosen three
as representative of these books as a group. The novels thus selected
are "Desperate Remedies", "A Pair of Blue Eyes", and "The Mayor of
Casterbridge"
•
"Desperate Remedies", his first published novel, is almost wholly
dependent on coincidence for its development. Hardy's mind was evidently
teeming with the fatalistic, gloomy philosophy of the primitive Wessex
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in which he had spent practically all of his life. Those old beliefs
which had been handed down from generations of Wessex ancestors and had
been further learned from his associates on the heath made their appear-
ance. :\nd on relatively simple occurrences depended the whole future
of many of the characters. The great example of coincidence in this book
is the fact that the inn happened to burn on the night that .Veneas
Marston's despised wife happened to stay there — the only night of her
life that she would spend in that place. Resulting from this was the
finding in the ashes of two bones and a gold trinket. This was taken as
conclusive evidence of the removal by more than human forces of the wife
who was so distasteful to him. When it was found that the wife was not
dead after all, the story seems so vastly exaggerated, that we decide
that the influence of 7,'essex on the artistry of the first novel was de-
cidedly to weaken it.
The tragedy of "A Pair of Blue Eyes" was wholly the result of
coincidence. Elfride on her return from her trip to London with Stephen
Smith met at the station the only person in the world who hated her.
There was no reason given why the widow happened to be at the station —
it merely happened so. The result on Elfride was the beginning of the
fear of disclosure which Hardy portrays as the Nemesis constantly
following and finally overtaking Elfride. Thus with her morale under-
mined, she was less able to face firmly the trial that was in store for
her.
The second coincidence was the finding of the earring, which
Elfride had lost during a love meeting on the cliff with Stephen, when
she was in a similar situation with Knight. She had hunted diligently
for the article before and had not succeeded in finding it. Therefore,
it seems less probable to the reader that while sitting beside Knight on
the cliff, Elfride should happen to glance down and see the trinket

gleaming in a crevice of the rock. But if one accepts Hardy's V.'essex
philosophy of fatalism, he would believe that the earring would not be
found until Fate so decreed no matter how carefully one might search.
Hardy puts a still greater strain on our credulity in using
coincidence as a means of closing the book. Smith and Knight after
quarreling throughout an entire journey as to who had the better claim
to Elfride find that they have been riding on the train that bears her
dead body, and that because of the fact that she is married, a third
has a stronger claim than either of them.
Let us check up the results of the use of coincidence in this
novel. In the first place, the life of Elfride had been ruined and she
seems a weaker character in not being able to rise above her environment.
In the second place, Hardy has made the tale less probable to the reader
who does not believe in the philosophy of fatalism. Thus the influence
of the 'Vessex setting in this book effected the technique both by making
the plot less probable, and by weakening the characterization of Elfride.
In "The Mayor of Casterbridge"
,
Hardy has made a great portrayal
of the 7/essex belief that a character struggles in vain against fate.
The method chosen to show the means Fate has of conquering a mere human
being is coincidence. After the dramatic selling of his wife , Henchard
attempted to atone for this act by becoming a hard-working, public
spirited citizen of service to his community. As a result, he became
mayor of Casterbridge. When he was at the height of his power Fate
stepped in and snatched the winning of his ambition from his grasp. This
was done by Farfrae's happening to overhear Henchard' s remark that the
damamged wheat could not be restored. Except for this coincidence,
Farfrae would never have stopped in Casterbridge, and a great obstacle -in
the character development of Michael Henchard would have been missing from
the story.
r
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The one possible softening influence in the story on the temper-
ament of Henchard was the love of his daughter, Elizabeth. Fate again
intervened and again used coincidence as the instrument against him.
This was accomplished through the accidental unsealing of the letter from
Mrs. Henchard to Elizabeth and which was not to be opened until her
wedding day. Thus Michael discovered that Elizabeth was not his daughter
on the very day that she had acquiesed in his desire that she be known
under the name of Elizabeth Henchard.
In concluding the study of the influence of the Wessex setting on
the technique of Thomas Hardy, we note one gre rit influence which effected
both plot and characterization. The belief in fatalism which is prevalent
in Wessex and which was Hardy's own philosophy caused him to feel justified
in the use of coincidence as one of the instruments of Fate. There are
two results in the novels. First, the plots lose the illusion of in-
evitability; secondly, the characterization is weaker. This last is
shown by the fact that the people submit tamely as Elfride did, or they
struggle vainly as Michael did. In either case they are less convincing
to the reader who does not accept the theory and philosophy of fatalism.
4. Character Sketching as Influenced by the Wessex Background
(Note) Hardy seems to lose out in portraying characters
outside of Wessex
In further proof of the importance of the setting, it is worth
while to note in what type of characterization Hardy excelled. In this
respect we find that he is most original and true in his Wessex people,
those who through many years of close association with the environment
of this part of the country have remained untouched by outside influences.
He reveals varieties of human nature unlike each other, yet alike in
their Wessex inheritance.
In proportion as Hardy wanders away from Wessex, in proportion
r
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are his characters less convincing. In considering a number of men
selected from the various novels it is interesting to note that his most
powerfully drawn characters among those of the V/essex peasant type
beginning with such oddities as Granfer Cantle and Tranter Dewey ^nd cul-
minating in the higher type of peasant are strictly Tfessex people. Here
the two unsurpassed examples are Gabriel Oak and Giles Winterbourne.
Granfer Cantle and Tranter Dewey probably portray with a certainty
which only personal contact can bring the generation which Hardy states
is rapidly passing away — the generations of peasants which Wessex knew
before it was visited by the ruthless influence of progress.
Then comes two of the greatest men whom Hardy has drawn and who
have caused critics great discussion, Gabriel Oak and Giles Winterbourne.
They have much in common, a strong attachment for their work, a remarkable
sense of loyalty, and gentleness to the point of self sacrifice. Both
are typically V.'essex men and are portrayed in the environment of their
work.
The picture of Gabriel as he cared for his sheep, his sorrow for
the untimely death of the ewes before the consideration of financial ruin,
his unflagging devotion to Bathsheba even when he is in the humiliating
position of a lover scorned for a younger and less worthy rival mark him
as a man in the truest connotation of the word. He is one of those rare
individuals who is a friend and who is able to keep that most admirable
quality of friendship not only in the disappointment of a lost love but
in the heat of passion. Never does the natural selfishness of a deeply
passionate love dominate the unselfish love of friendship. He is a
stronger character than Giles in that from the beginning the reader feels
that somehow he will rise above the conditions of his environment. Then
what a masterly stroke it was on Hardy's part to show that this paragon
was really human. One cannot but rejoice when Gabriel tells Bathsheba
1<
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that she will have to secure a new manager for the coining year. Her
troubles are over and she can have only one more need of Gabriel, that
of love. Under any other circumstances he was human enough not to be
able to stay there. There are limits and Gabriel has his. Thus he is
saved from being a god in miniature.
V.hile Giles resembles Gabriel in aspects of devotion which for a
long time are undervalued, in kindness, and in loyalty, there are certain
noticeable differences. He never seemed to possess the quiet self-assur-
ance of Gabriel, but rather always felt slightly inferior to Grace who
had become removed from him through the outer polish of education. He,
however, possesses a certain sense of mysticism quite lacking in Gabriel.
The mystic and romantic sense is so deep in Giles that it carries over
strongly into his relations with the opposite sex. Always he has Grace
placed on a pedestal where he may worship her from afar. And so deeply
4
is this feeling in him that it carries him on to pay for Grace's indeci-
sion with his very life. But the reader is inclined to feel that this
ending is right; Giles never could have been satisfied in Marty's love,
and Grace was completely separated from him through her marriage. As it
was the last of his life was spent in the assurance of Grace's love and
he was spared the pain of seeing her return to Dr. Fitzpiers.
'.7e feel that Giles was a unique character in his absolute domina-
tion by his environment. His life in the forest together with a natural
shyness had developed in him a feeling for the woodlands which made him so
thoroughly at home there among the forests and orchards that it would be
impossible to imagine him in any other environment. His very physical
appearance added to this impression.
"He looked and smelt like Autumn's very brother, his face being
sunburned tc wheat-color, his eyes blue as cornflowers, his sleeves and
leggings dyes with fruit-stains, his hands clammy with the sweet juice of
apples, his hat sprinkled with pips, and everywhere about him that atmos-
phere of cider which at its first return has such an indescribable fasci-
nation for those who have been born and bred among the orchards." (i)
(1) "The Woodlanders". Page 173
Ic
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Now we come to a group of characters who through birth or love have
come under the influence of Wessex, but who also have been moulded by other
influences. Among these are Clym Yeobright, Angel Clare, and Henry Knight.
Clym like Grace Melbury had been away from Wessex, and had been successful
elsewhere. Like her he returned to his native environment. Both are in a
state of transition and confusion due to conflicting influences. Neither
of them loves wisely but while Grace wavers between the new and the old and
finally loses Jiles for the new, Clym is determined and loses Eustecia for
the old. Clym although courageous and persevering in his work seemed un-
reasonable in his demands on his wife, slow to understand her nature, and
always a bit tardy in affecting a reconciliation.
Angel Clare and Henry Knight are a bit similar each possessing a
feeling that amounted almost to an obsession in their attitudes toward
Tess and Elfride, especially in regard to their relations with other men.
In the case of both men their horror of an illicit connection is drawn
with such fineness as to be overdrawn. Angel himself could not show a
spotless record, and was not man enough to forgive Tess for her past. One
feels that either Gabriel or Giles would have done far differently. As
for Knight, his fastidiousness was so extreme as to almost fail to present
an illusion of truth. The worst that he actually knew about Elfride was
that she had loved another before him, and had been indiscreet in her con-
duct; but he had no knowledge of sin between her and the former lover. He
'.vas quick to judge and to allow formerly conceived prejudices to convict
Elfride. The intellectuality of both men so glossed over their emotions
that they seem less true to life. An ordinary man might have raged and
stormed but he would have forgiven. Then when it is too late, both men
return with hearts overflowing with the milk of human kindness to forgive
the poor, weak erring woman.
Then we come to a third group of which Wildeve, Troy, Boldwood,
(
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Fitzpiers, and Alec D'Urberville are representative. None of them are
natives of Wessex. They represent the outside influence on Wessex. All
of them are sensualists and the last one, ^lec, has not one redeeming
quality. They represent a selfish passion striving only for its own
satisfaction in contrast to the deep devotion of Giles and Gabriel and
even to the love of Angel Clare and Henry Knight.
Judging from these illustrations, Hardy shows no power depicting
a noble character in a man when he begins to create characters which are
not native of Wessex. He seems to lack sympathy for outsiders and
understanding and sureness often fail.
In creating his women characters, Hardy's sureness again loses in
proportion as he deals with characters not typically of Wessex. There
is a steady gradation of improvement in the following characters which
illustrate ttiis point; Ethelbertha, Eustaeia, Elfride, Grace, Bathsheba
and Tess. There are certain adjectives which may be applied to all of
them, and certain characteristics which make them definite Hardy creations.
Impulsive, unstable, fickle, lacking in judgment, they are guided almost
wholly by their emotions. It is interesting to note how a fairly repre-
sentative list of his women illustrate or deviate from these characteristics.
Generally the women whom Hardy paints for us are impulsive and fall
easily for the attractions of a physically attractive lover. Perhaps
Sthelbertha is most lacking in this quality, but it must be remembered that
she was a young widow and had known marriage from an early age. Eustacia
however let her infatuation for Wildeve drag her down from the safety of
the less scintilating love of her husband, Clym Yeobright. Bathsheba and
Grace yield very easily to the charms of Sergeant Troy and Dr. Fitzpiers,
although both of them have known the love of men worthy of them. In each
case the love so cast aside is mourned for and later returned to. Eustacia
is decidedly not a Wessex person and Grace represents a Wessex woman who
Q
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has been touched by outside influences. Eustticia rebels against her
environment, cannot or will not adapt herself to it, is in love with
love as exemplified by the romantic Clym, is attracted to Wildeve, is
resentful, and impetuous. She is a character who attracts but who
is hard to love and hard to pity. Grace is the living illustration of
V.'essex in transition striving to emulate the outside world; at first
snobbish toward the old environment then later realizing its true solid
worth. After unhappiness and struggle she yields again to the outside
influence to lose her Wessex personality in the most cosmopolitan in-
fluence of her husband.
The third of this group is Bathsheba Everdene. Just as unstable
as the other two in her weakness for Sergeant Troy she is to my mind
really a human being. Otherwise Hardy would have created a superwoman in
this very clever young person. Possessing marked executive ability
generous, generally a good judge of people, and self-assured, she fails
to see the prosaic Gabriel Oak in an attractive light but is charmed by
the novelty of the gallant Sergeant Troy. Her emotionalism causes her
to prefer the passion of the latter to the friendship of the former.
uowever Bathsheba is a Wessex person and after the unhappy experiment
of marriage with the mercurial Troy, she comes out of the refining fire
a sadder but wiser woman and better suited to the calmer love of Gabriel
Oak. She is a greater character than either Eustacia or Grace in that
she is more balanced than the former and more a distinct personality than
the latter.
Tess the greatest of the women whom Hardy has portrayed again is
a purely Wessex character. She represents the suffering of the transition
from the old to the new Wessex. Weak in her relations with Alec as one
would naturally expect an ignorant country girl to be, in her courageous
recovery from the blow and from the ones that Angel dealt her, she is
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truly a great woman, adversity brings out her finest qualities and her
attitude toward death is one of the proofs of the truth of DeQuincy's
statement on the way women can die. "You can die grandly, and as god-
esses would die, were goddesses mortal." (l)
5. Appropriateness of Incident to Background
Three of Hardy* s outstanding books show ability to give an inci-
dent the most effective background. This is especially well illustrated
in his treatment of death. A particular type of death is suited not only
to the background where it happens but also to the ch-rracter whom it claims.
For proof of this turn to "The Return of the Native", the "Woodlanders"
and "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" , three of the greatest of the books de-
voted to V/essex.
In "The Return of the Native", de- th comes to three of the main
characters, Mrs. Yeobright, Wildeve, and Eustacia Vye. Mrs. Yeobright
like the heath was stern, pitiless, grim, and unromantic. She was slow-
suffering and brought much sorrow in her wake. Egdon and Mrs. Yeobright
were as much alike in character as it is possible for a human and an
inanimate being to be. And death, grim and prosaic, overtook her on the
heath when she was exhausted by a walk of three miles in the sweltering
sun of a hot summer day. A most commonplace thing! A poor woman re-
turning from a visit to her daughter-in-law became a victim of a rattle
snake which lived on the heath.
If the simple unromantic death of Mrs. Yeobright can be surpassed
in artistry of suitability of incident to background and character, this
possibility is illustrated in the tragedy of Wildeve and Eustacia.
Tempestuous, stormy, passionate, Eu$taoi«* pays for her rebellion against
the heath with her life when she throws herself into the black waters of
the pool while the storm and midnight rule over Egdon Heath. Wildeve,
(1) Essay on Joan of Arc By DeQuiicy
1
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her lover, a vveak character, the creature of impulse and momentary
inspiration is moved to attempt to save Eustac^a. And the reader feels
the sickening horror of the helpless onlooker as he watches that des-
perate struggle for life, ^nid the black waters lighted only by the pale
glow of a lantern Death conqusrs Eustacia and Wildeve. Later in des-
cribing Wildeve's appearance in death Hardy says, "The only sign upon him
of his recent struggle for life was in his finger-tips, which were worn
and scarified in his dying endeavors to obtain a hold on the weir-wall".
(1)
In "The Woodlanders" is pictured the death of the gre>vt Wessex
character, Giles Winter bourne. The key-note of his character was self-
sacrifice for Grace Melbury, whom he worshipped and idealized. In the
wavering and vacillating of her affections she had broken conventions
in fleeing from her husband to Giles. Instead of in this light, he saw
her as something too good and fair who was honoring him by staying three
days and nights in his cabin while he perforce slept in the thicket amid
the damp and storm. And the ultra-priggishness of Grace is shown by the
way in which she keeps the door locked and in which she passes the food
out through the window to Giles. It is a scene pitiless in its roman-
ticism and convention, which demands as its price a human life, that a
silly girl be spared the pain of censure for her conduct in staying with
Giles. The close of the scene with the delirous mourning of Giles as
he dies in the arms of Gr-ice, who too late sees her folly, shows the use-
lessness of the sacrifice. The death as the life was a sacrifice, a
symbol of misplaced love. The poor cabin, the damp cold night, and the
sobs of Grace formed a background suited to the death of the humble peasant
for the 3ady.
In "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" , the scene of Tess f confession to
Angel on her wedding night is that of a gloomy and depressing old Wessex
house. Its chill and foreboding warn the reader of i: pending disaster.
(1) "The Return of the Native". Page 469
1
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"The ashes under the grate were lit by the fire vertically, like
a torrid waste. Imagination might have beheld a Last-Day luridness in
this red-coaled glow, which still fell on his face and hand, and on hers,
peering into the loose hair about her brow and firing the delicate skin
underneath. A large shadow of her shape rose upon the wall and celing.
She bent forward, at which each diamond on her neck gave a sinister wink
like a toad's " (l)
"But the complexion even of external things seemed to suffer trans-
mutation as her announcement progressed. The fire in the grate looked
impish-demoniacally funny, as if it grinned idly, as if it too did not care.
The fender did not care in the least about her strait. The light from the
7/ater-bottle was merely engaged in a chromatic problem. All material
objects around her announced their irresponsibility with terrible irrita-
tion." (2)
Again in the same book, Tess is taken captive for the murder of
Alec D'Urberville. The scene of her capture is Stonehenge. She must
pay for the life of Alec with her own. -^nd on the very altar where her
pagan ancestors may have offered sacrifices, where the white-robed
Druids performed their mystic ceremonies as the stars shone down and the
wind sobbed through the trees, hundreds of years later, with the stars
shining and the wind sobbing Tess is overtaken by her pursuers, is claimed,
as the first rays of the sun strike the mystic pointer of Stonehenge, by
the officers of the law in payment for the murder of Alec D^rberville
.
(1) "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" . Page 257
(2) "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" . Page 258
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IV
Evidences of Influence of Wessex Setting on Main Characters
1. Occupations
(1) Environment conducive to simple, unskilled labor
Since we must admit that a person's work has a great influence on
the development of his character, it is well that we begin this study-
proper of environment on character by noting the occupations pursued in
^essex. Vfe find that they are simple, comparatively unskilled, and con-
nected with the soil. The picture given us shows the work performed without
the aid which modern agricultural science and modern machinery give. Among
the occupations described in the Wessex novels the following are most
characteristic: sheepraising, corn and hay trade, fruit and lumber growing,
quarrying, furze-cutting, general work of women on the farms, and dairying.
The sheep-raising industry forms the story of Bathsheba Everdene
and Gabriel Oak. The picture of this humble occupation as told in "Far
From the Maddening Crowd" forms the setting for the real development of
character through hard work and deep sorrows. The first real tragedy of
the book occurs when Gabriel Oak*s shephard dog drives the sheep over the
precipice. In Gabriel's reaction to this misfortune, we. see a heart un-
touched by the competition of modern business, where all too often loss
is reckoned only in terms of financial ruin.
nHis first feeling was one of pity for the untimely death of
the gentle ewes and their unborn lambs." v l)
After this disaster, Gabriel Oak becomes the foreman on the farm
of Bathsheba Everdene and we have a picture of sheep-raising on a large
scale
.
(1) "Far from the Maddening Crowd" Page 41
tft
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As the warm weather of spring came on, it became necessary to
remove the heavy fleece of wool which had grown on the sheep. The first
thing to he done was the washing of the sheep. In the sheep pasture was a
large circular basin. Every worker about the pool was soaking wet from
the task. The sheep were thrust into the pool at one side of the basin
and as they swam along were pushed under the water. Gradually as the
wool absorbed the water it became very heavy and a stick similar tc a
crutch was used to assist the wearied animals as they began to sink.
The sheep were brought after the washing into a great barn where
the wool was cut off. The shearers knelt on the floor and held there
the panting, terrified animal. Here the hand needed to be quick, steady,
and expert or wounds v/ere inflicted on the sheep with the shears. Soon
the heavy covering of the sheep was removed and in its place lay on the
floor a heavy mass of wool, which in its turn v/ould bring additional work
in the making of yarn and cloth. After the wool had been removed, the
owner's initials were stamped on the sheep with a red dye and the animal
was placed back with the flock.
The great yearly event connected with this work was the sheep
fair. The main purpose of this gathering was business transactions.
Whole flocks of sheep were driven in for sale. To those who lived a long
way distant from the fair the getting of a whole flock of sheep to the
appointed destination was no small task. The sheep could not travel more
than ten or twelve miles daily and the time for arriving had to be arranged
on this plan.
"The shepherd of each flock marched behind, a bundle containing
his kit for the week strapped on his shoulders, and his shepherd's crook
in his hand. This he used as the staff of his pilgrimage. Several of
the sheep would get worn and lame and occasionally a lambing would occur
on the road. To meet these contingences , there was frequently provided,
to accompany the flocks from the remoter points, a pony and wagon into
which the weakly ones were taken for the remainder of the journey", (l)
(1) "Far From the Maddening Cro^d" Page 396
f
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The selling of the sheep might be done by the bailiff, by the owner,
or by the manager. In this case it was done by Gabriel, the manager for
Bathsheba.
It is interesting to note what influence this work had on Gabriel
Oak and Bathsheba Everdene. . ,ie have already seen the tenderness for
animal life which was shown in his attitude at the loss of his ewes. He
also remembered that the sheep were not insured. Sorrow at his finaa cial
loss thus occurred simultaneously with his apparent loss of Bathsheba
Everdene who through inheriting her uncled farm was removed from him in
economic status. But the close contact with the simple life under the
direction of his beloved brought out all the best in Gabriel Oak. And from
the man who cares for her flocks and her f -^m work uncomplainingly and
efficiently, but with bitterness at heart, he grows into the man who on
the night of her wedding celebration with Sergeant Troy works all night to
save the ricks while the drunken groom sleeps inside.
"Seven hundred pounds in the divinest form that money can wear-
that of necessary food for man or beast: should he run the risk of de-
teriorating this bulk of corn to less than half its value, because of the
instability of a wocian? 'Never, if I can prevent itl' said Gabriel.
Such was the argument that Oak outvrardly set before him. But man,
even to himself, is a palimpsest, having an ostensible writing, and
another beneath the lines. It is possible that there was this golden
legend under the utilitarian tone *I will help to my last effort the
woman I have loved so dearly.*". (1)
The performance of everyday duties week in and week out became a
habit to Gabriel, to perform them with an eye to Bathsheba' s good. The
greatest example of this is his attempt to save Bathsheba from knowing
the utter degradation of her husband. To do this he erased the words
"and child" from Fanny's coffin plate that Bathsheba might not know what
was contained therein. This steady growth in character as brought about
by the way Gabriel performed his daily tasks marks the development of one
of the finest characters that Hardy has drawn.
(1) "Far From the Maddening Crowd" Pages 286-7
*
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Bathsheba, too, under the influence of this work grows from the
picture of vanity into a woman fine and noble. The first consequence of her
legacy was that perhaps she was a little too self-assured and self-important
in the way she acted as her own manager and kept Gabriel only as a simple
laborer. But the regular routine of the work, the dependability of Gabriel
in the work as well as the erratic passion of Sergeant Troy changed her into
a woman who so well recognized the true worth of sterling character even in
the guise of a humble shepherd that her pride and arrogance were cast aside
enough to assist Gabriel in his proposal to her in a very decided way.
"The Mayor of Casterbridge rt presents an interesting account of the
economic conditions in and around Casterbridge due to the close interaction
of the town and the country life. The trade here in which Michael Henchard
engaged was the corn and hay trade.
In Casterbridge , Michael was not only the mayor of the town but the
corn factor as well. He controlled largely the buying and selling of corn
and hay for the farmers round about. He was the middle man, the spec-
ulator, the promotor.
Casterbridge has no suburbs and one suddenly moves from the city
directly into the farming section. Since there was no other occupation in
the district but agriculture, farming conditions directly controlled business
in the towns where the chief articles of commerce were those used on the
farm.
The weather played no small part in the fortunes of the corn factor.
If the weather wore good, the harvest was plentiful, the price of wheat was
low and vice versa. If the corn factor gambled that the weather would be
bad he Dought the grain from the farmers in advance at a set price and
made a big profit. If the weather turned out to be good, the crop large
and the price low, he had gambled and lost.
Such were the simple methods used by the farmers and consumers in
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the grain trade. No written accounts were kept and the corn factor's grain
was designated usually by the simple chalk mark "H". At the beginning of
the story he ruled the business of Casterbridge and the outlaying farms
with his unskilled methods of a non-competing business.
The result of his poor habits in business produced in Michael
Henchard's case a lack of ability to be a good executive in delegating tasks
to Farfrae, an impatience in brooking competition. A fierce determination to
possess wholly and without sharing that on which he had a claim was a note-
worthy cause of his downfall. As his work under these conditions of mayor
and ruler made no great demands on his emotions, his quick, revengeful
temper simply lay dormant, and self-control he never learned until he met
his downfall through these very peculiarities of disposition from which his
work could not save him.
"The 7,'oodlanders" presents people in as primitive and simple an
environment as is shown in the V/essex novels. Three characters are es-
pecially influenced — Grace Mel bury, Marty South, and Giles Winterbourne.
The occupations described here are t hose connected with the forests
and with the fruit-raising as carried on in Great and Little Hintock, tr.'o
hamlets in 7,'essex. The work consists mainly in felling trees, in removing
bark from trees, and in raising fruit for cider.
Of these simple occupations Giles Winterbourne and Marty South are
the great exponents while Grace Melbury represents that part of the popula-
tion which is in a state of transition. Grace having been away at school
among girls from the leisure class of the towns, the occupations at home,
simple and rude as they are, have a depressing effect on her. She can see
only the crudities of the occupations and the uncouthness of the persons
who follow them; but she cannot see the finer emotions which lay beneath.
The spring tine work was for the men, the removing of bark from
tree3. Here Marty South was of assistance, for as she was agile and of less
(
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weight than any of the men, it was her work to go out on even the ends of
the limbs to gather the bark. In the fall Giles with his movable press
moved from place to place making cider from the fruit. In the winter, his
work was felling timber and assisting in getting it hauled away. Marty f s
long winter evenings were spent in making spars for thatchers before the
open fire. At one side she had a basket of dried sticks. Each spargad was
split into four parts and the end whittled into a sharp point. Working at
this from early evening until late in the night, she could make a few pennies.
Simple unskilled labor which required brawn and endurance from men, endurance
and patience from the women
I
It was months before Grace could see worthwhileness in these tasks
and at what a dreadful cost she finally did see it! Little by little, she
grew accustomed to the environment, lost her snobbishness, and had her
illusions about Dr. Fitzpiers, the wonderful professional man, removed.
Finally on her return from her honeymoon with Dr. Fitzpiers, she was able
to see Giles a veritable "God of the harvest." (l)
Marty*s reaction to her work wi th Giles resulted in a love that
amounted to a silent adoration for the man who in every way was so well
fitted to be her partner for life. Her work through daily association with
Giles tended to deepen this feeling. With him she could have worked and
loved happily in the hard, simple tasks of this primitive people.
Long association with the forests made Giles as unassuming and
self-depreciating as the two elements solitude and unreturned love could
make any human being. Since the effect of the woodlands on Giles has
been discussed under a previous heading, it is not nevessary to repeat the
discussion here.
In "The Return of the Native", Hardy has pictured the reddleman, who
represents one of the old occupations which now has almost completely dis-
appeared. Reddle is a chalky material of a bright red color and when mixed
(1) "The Woodlanders" Page 173
f
with water makes an excellent dye with which the farmers of Y/essex branded
their sheep.
Before the railroads were introduced into Wessex, the visit of the
reddle man was one of the regular occurrences of the sheep-raising industry.
At that time
"The pursuit of the trade meant periodical journeys to the pit
whence the material was dug, a regular camping out from month to month,
except in the depths of winter, a peregrination away among farms which
could be counted by the hundred, and in spite of the Arab existence, the
preservation of that respectability which is insured by the never failing
production of a well-lined purse." (1)
The vehicle which the reddleman used for keeping the necessary
articles and as a shelter for him at night was a van which not only served
these purposes but was used also to protect the reddle.
The social and economic condition of the reddleman was curious.
Eis nomadic life can be compared only to the wanderings of gipsies; yet
he scorned these people. He in turn was scorned by the cattle-drivers
who economically were far below him. Thus he was deprived of the company
of both. The chief cause for this attitude on the part of other people
toward him was the red which permeated everything connected with reddle.
The following is the first description of Diggory Venn and his van:
"The driver walked beside it; and like his van he was •ompletely
red. One dye of that tincture covered his clothes, the cap upon his
head, his boots, his face. He was not temporarily overlaid with color:
it permeated him." (2)
This lurid hue caused first impressions of the man to be unpleasant.
This was rather well shown by the terror of the natives of Egdon Heath when
Diggory Venn approached their campfire. One of the more straight-forward
ones said,
"Lord's sake, I thought whatever fury is this come to trouble us?
No slight to your looks, reddleman, for ye baint bad-looking in the
groundworks though the finish is queer. My meaning is just to say how
curious I felt. I half-thought 'twas the devil or the red-ghost the boy
told of." (3)
(1) "The Return of the Native"
(2) "The Return of the Native''
(3) "The Return of the Native"
Page 92
Page 93
Page 10
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With, a fair understanding now of his trade, we ask what effect did
such an environment have on Diggory Venn? That he must have been impulsive
and childish in enduring formerly a cross to his desires is shown in his
reason for undertaking such a task. We find that he had not been allowed
to pay court to Thomasin Yeobright because he was only a humble dairy
farmer. In pique he sold his farm and took up an occupation many degrees
lower in the social scale.
When the story opens, we find a change in the character of the boy.
Long months of loneliness had developed in him self-reliance, taciturnity
toward people in general, and a conciliatory and protective attitude to-
ward Thonasin. Hardy alleges that this secretiveness was the natural re-
sult of continued separation from people, which condition was practically
enforced by the work.
"The silence conveyed to neither any sense of awkwardness ; in
these lonely places way-farers , after a first greeting, frequently plod
along for miles without speaking; contiguity amounts to a tacit conver-
sation, when, otherwise than in cities, such contiguity can be put an end
to on the merest inclination, and when not put an end to it is intercourse
in itself." (1)
Illustrations of this secretiveness in Diggory show that he was
particularly uncommunicative on matters pertaining to Thomasin; for in-
stance when he refused to disclose the identity of the woman in his van
as when he refused to tell her how he came into possession of the guineas.
The intervening years had cooled his impulsive nature. The occupation
intended to humilate Thomasin, had made him a self-reliant friend ready
to sacrifice his interests to hers. For this reason he pleaded with
Sustacia to give up T/ildeve to Thomasin who loved him. For this reason he
humbled himself enough to seek the hand of Thomasin again in marriage
after her first unhappy experience with Y/ildeve even though he had been
refused when he occupied the higher position of dairy farmer. The midnight
gambling scene with V/ildeve to win back Thomasin f s guineas which Christian
(1) "The Return of the Native" Page 11
(
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had lost might be mentioned in this s:mie connection. All these things done
without any hope of gain to himself show how the occupation of reddleman had
changed Diggory Venn the hot-headed impulsive dairy farmer into Diggory Venn
the lurid saint of Egdon Heath.
A second occupation with its effect on character which was described
in the "The Return of the Native" is furze-cutting. Like many tracts of
barren sandy soil, Egdon Heath was covered with the thorny evergreen shrub
called furze which is used for wood. The furze cutter must be dressed in
leather gauntlets and gloves because of the thorns. The cutting implement
is a sharp curved hook. The work is monotonous and wearisome as the
laborer bends and cuts, bends and cuts, and piles up the fagots all through
the hot summer day. For this work he could earn in pay half a crown a
hundred for these sticks. The monotony was varied only by the search for
brambles with which the bunches of furze were tied together.
This was the task to which Clym Yeobright descended when obliged
to leave off reading because of eye-strain. One would naturally expect the
cultured, travelled man of the world to rebel against this task. On the
contrary we find that he is very philosophical about it.
"The monotony of the occupation soothed him. A forced limitation of
effort offered a justification of homely courses to an unambitious man
whose conscience would have hardly allowed him to remain in such obscurity
while his powers were unimpeded." (l)
7/e hardly need this statement of Hardy 1 s to realize that Clym was unambitious.
A man who had been a success in business, who had married a high-spirited
ambitious girl like Eustacia must have had a lack of ambition to return to
Egdon Heath. This he rationalized into believing that it was an altruistic
desire to improve the natives of Egdon through his capacity as a teacher.
But how quickly the desire was "soothed" by the furze-cutting. Here the
environment provided not only an excuse but an opportunity for a man contrary
to the wishes of both mother and wife to live in obscurity rather than in the
(1) "The Return of the Native" Page 314
J
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work for which he was prepared.
On Eustacia this work of Clym's had an influence very inimical to her
character. Her proud nature felt very keenly that she was the wife of an
unskilled laborer. Thereupon her ambition to live in Paris was shattered
at the idea of always being the wife of a furze cutter on Egdon Heath.
More in love with love than with Clym, she rebelled at her lot and became
most despondent and disagreeable at the time when her husband normally needed
encouragement from his wife. The work was not distasteful to Clym, but it
brought out the worst qualities in Kustacia. She was unlovable in her social
humiliation, selfish and rebellious against her lot. In a reprimand to Clym
on the heath she expressed her attitude.
"Even had you felt careless about your own affliction, you might
have refrained from singing out of sheer pity for mine. God! If I were a
man I would curse rather than sing." (l)
The lowly occupation which Eustacia so hated, drove her on because
of loneliness and hurt pride to seek diversion away from Clym where she
meets 7/ildeve at the gipsying. Thus was begun the relationship innocent
enough in reality but so bad in appearance that it led to the death of Mrs.
Yeobright, the estrangement of Clym from Eustacia and her suicide.
In the simple duties of the Talbothays Dairys
,
Hardy has shown how
even the apparently blighted life may bloom again in a social environment
suited to the temperment of the person, and especially under the influence
of a new and worthier love. Yet this pleasant environment where her
secret was unknown made the innate weakness of Tess' character even more
conspicuous. She was coward enough not to dare to confess to Angel her
former sin.
The story of life in the Talbothays Dairy began in the month of
June when all the pleasant parts of that occur \tion were evident. In the
late afternoon the cows were milked — each maid milking from eight to ten
{\) "The Return of the Native" Pige 315
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cows. Soneti. es this was done in the cov/sheds overgrown with moss, but
generally on the pleasant afternoons out in the meadow. The cows lined up
in rows, and the girls often sang as they milked while the afternoon sun
poured down a warm glow upon them. After the milking was over, and the
milk placed to cool, the girls might enjoy the early dusk of the countryside
but generally they all retired early to the room in which they slept up
over the milk house, for they had to b e at work again in the morning as early
as three o'clock. The work which filled the rest of the day consisted of
churning and cheese-making.
The effect of this work and companionship on Tess was to make her
very happy.
MTess had never in her recent life been 30 generally happy as she
was now, probably never would be so happy again. She was for one thing,
physically and socially at ease among her new surroundings." (1)
Yet one cannot say that the happy summer developed strength of character
on the part of Tess. From the beginning to the end she is a weak woman
governed by emotion rather than intellect. It is in her adversity rather
than in her happiness that Tess is great. Her love makes her vacillating
and cowardly. What Angel Clare calls a coquette v/ho blows hot and cold
is a guilty woman wavering between what reason demands, that she confess
to her lover and between the fear of losing him which councils her to keep
secret. Her constant meeting of Angel in their work and his persistent
wooing told on Tess* mental resolution never to marry. It was gradually
weakened until she did marry Angel with the secret still untold from which
so much misery developed.
Apparently the influence of this occupation and life humble in
comparison to what he had previously known brought out for a time the
better qualities in Angel's character. The son of a clergyman, who on
his first advent to the farm had in his imagination pictured all farm
people as the conventional Hodge, stolid and ignorant, came to realize
(1) "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" Page 144
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that after all these companions of his were human beings, with individual
personalities, each worthy of his notice, .aid as Hardy points out he in
turning away from orthodox Christianity did not become blinded to the good of
a Greater Power or of humanity.
"Unexpectedly he began to like the out-door life for its own sake,
and for what it brought apart from its bearing on his career. Considering
his position he became wonderfully free from the chronic melancholy which
is taking hold of the civilized races with the decline of belief in a
beneficient power." (1)
The occupation which Tess followed here but deepened Angel's im-
pression of her innocence; consequently, he was totally unprepared for the
confession which she made. Then the rather "over-nicety" in Nigel's
character which was a hangover from the very secluded and strict life
which he had previously led, came to the surface and he could not forgive
Tess
.
2. Recreations
(1) Old folk customs passed down from former generations
The Vfessex novels are a veritable storehouse of information as to
the old folk customs which have come down through the centuries. The advent
of new influences displacing these rustic merrymakings through the more
complicated and sophisticated recreation of the towns makes these records
all the more valuable. And doubtless in a century students of primitive
social customs of the past will turn to Thomas Hardy as now we turn to
Fielding for a picture of the social life of England in the eighteenth
century.
Perhaps the most dramatic of all these customs was the wife selling
described in "The Mayor of Casterbridge". According to the tale Michael
Henchard, out of work, tired of his wife, and under the influence of
whiskey, offered her for sale at a fair. The offer was accepted. Through
the crowd came a sailor who gave Michael the sum of five guineas which was
the price demanded and led her away. Like any other article of property,
(1) "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" Page 132
1
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she had been bought and sold. The part difficult for us to understand is
how the woman in her rustic simplicity could believe that she belonged to
the man whose money had now been paid for her.
The V.'essex woman's belief that she could morally and legally be
bought and sold seems incredible to us.
"And were there not numerous other instances of the same belief
the thing might scarcely be credited. But she was by no means the first
or last peasant woman who had religously adhered to her purchaser as too
many rural records she ." (l)
7/ilkenson Sherron in his "7»essex of Romance" bears out this state-
ment of Hardy's. He says that the wife sale may be a survival of Danish
barter or of Saxon serfdom. Anyhow although wife sale originates far
back in heathenism we have a few fairly modern instances of its practice.
Sharron illustrates this by the case of a servant girl who tells that her
mother was sold to a man for thirty pounds. This woman still lived in
1896. (2)
Since we are studying environmental influences on character, we
ask if the observance of these customs had any influence on the main
characters. We find that this "wife-sale" not only complicated the plot
of the "Mayor of Casterbridge" but that it revealed Michael's character
as it was then and also influenced his later character. Michael's action
never seemed to be in accordance with his reasoning. The aftermath of
the selling of his wife clearly indicated this fact. In the morning
when his brain was cleared he attempted atonement in the same impulsive
way of yesterday's act.
"But first he resolved to swear an oath, a greater oath than he
had ever sworn before; and to do it properly required a fit place and
imagery; for there was something fetichistic in the man's belief." (3)
Therefore Michael lay his head upon a Bible and swore to drink no more for
twenty years; twenty being the number chosen because he was twenty years
(1) "The Kayer of Casterbridge" Page 22
(2) "The V.'essex of Romance By Sherron Page 136
(3) '"The Mayor of Casterbridge" Page 16
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old when he committed the act.
The direct result of this oath on Michael's character was apparently
to improve it. Under steadier habits he grew to be a successful business
man, largely controlling thf fortunes of Casterbridge. Yet he was never
quite at ease and could not forget that he had a wife and child. Resulting
from this first mistake which was possible only through the drunkenness of
the husband and the ignorance of the wife came other mistakes; for without
the first the others could not have happened. Michael continues to do
things which if he had used his judgment he would not have done. Henchard
seems to be Hardy's greatest example of fatalism where the man struggles
blindly against the net that was spread for him. His work could not de-
velop the man enough to overcome his environment by overcoming his dis-
position. Thus Michael is the victim of temperament rather than e nvironment
for he lets his temper dominate his environment.
Another old custom described in "The Mayor of Casterbridge" is the
"skimmity-ride" . This event is the celebration by the lower classes of a
scandal in the upper classes. The "skimmity-ride" was a parade with all the
word implied, bands, torches, spectators, laughter, noise and lanterns. The
central attraction was two masked figures riding on a donkey. The two
iiiages sat back to back, their elbows tied to one another; she facing the
head and he the tail of the animal.
"'tis a' eld foolish thing they do in these parts when a man's
wife is - veil i not too particularly his own." (1)
Such an affair would naturally create a terrible scandal. This par-
ticular one had for its victims Michael Henchard and Lucetta Farfrae. It
seemed a device purely and simply for disposing of Mrs. Farfrae who died
from the shock and gave Elizabeth Jane who was patiently waiting an oppor-
tunity to marry Farfrae.
In the village of Marlott, in the Vale of Blackmoor, the home of
(1) "The Mayor of Casterbridge" Page 247
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Tess, there still lingered a custom among the maidens of the Mayday dance.
Until recent times the vale was heavily wooded and many of the old forest
customs remained. This was commonly called the "club-walking". Only
women belonged to the club and took part in the ceremony. The club at
Marlott had walked for hundreds of years. All the participants dressed in
white gowns. In her left hand each girl carried a bunch of flowers and in
her right a peeled willow wand, the peeling of the wand and the selection
of the flowers had been her particular care. The procession marched two
by two around the parish and then down to the village green. As there
?7ere no men present, the girls spent the rest of the afternoon dancing with
each other. However as evening drew on, the young men of the village gather-
ed and all danced on the green until after dark.
Tess Durbeyfield is participating in this merrymaking when we are
first introduced to her. By chance Angel Clare comes along and even joins
the rustic merry-makers. Here is a foreboding of the results of the meeting
of these two characters. Tess is distinctly attracted by .H.ngel, who until
too late does not realize the charm of the girl whom he has not asked to
dance. They see each other, they feel attracted, she violently, he in a
rather undecided, sorry-too-late manner. And Tess as she remembers this
matter wonders gloomily whether this is to be an indication of Angel's
future attitude toward her. Thus perhaps her natural superstition which
lingered in spite of her sixth standard of education influenced her to have
a little less faith in Angel and in her ability to cause him to forget the
past. And as for Angel, the remembrance of where he had first seen Tess
but strengthened his idea that she must be, because of her country environ-
ment, perfectly innocent and unsophisticated. All the circumstances even
from such a simple one as the first meeting tended to make the shock of
Tess' secret all the harder for Angel to comprehend.
Perhaps "The Return of the Native" gives the best illustration of
If
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the effect of recreation on later character development. I refer to the
play of the mummers at Christmas time. This account is of special interest
to the student of Christmas folk customs.
It gives one of the best illustrations of the impulsive daring
which so largely made up the character of Eustacia Vye. It gave her an
opportunity to show that even in the face of opposition she could largely
influence Clym Yeobright whom she was determined to meet. It will be
remembered that she had not been invited to the party. Her only way to
get there was to go in the mask of a mummer. The success achieved in this
instance led to other meetings and greater confidence in her own power. So
confident did Eustacia become of her own ability that in her rather pre-
carious judjment which was blinded by her love of romance which Clym re-
presented and by her hatred for the heath, she felt that she could marry
Clym and influence him to go to Paris. Thus her unconventional observance
of an old custom led her into an acquaintanceship that was destined to bind
her still more to the hated heath.
Clym was curious about Eustacia because of the criticism which he
had heard about her, he was already longing to meet her, and was in just the
mood to be captivated bv her charm and originality at the play. She stood
out as different f-nam ths other maidens, more interesting, more romantic.
His sympathies were aroused for her because she was so much ostracized
socially. And already Sustacia's cause was won!
The wooing and marriage of Eustacia were in keeping with the first
meeting. Both young people realized the necessity of seeing each other
secretly and wore married in the face of opposition. Growing from this
unconventional first meeting which taught the lovers how to meet, and which
wrapped around each a romantic halo was an ill-advised marriage, the final
wreck of Sustacia's life.
3. Emotional Balance
7fe find that the Yfessex environment had on the emotional balance
c
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of characters a very decided influence. This influence tends alv;ays to
aggravate any inclinations not quite sound emotionally. Let us turn to
various of the leading characters in confirmation of this statement. The
following characters illustrate this influence: Elfride Swarncourt, Marty
South, Tess, Eustacia Vye, Giles, Jocylyn, Henry Knight, and Angel Clare,
(l) Love as an Influence
Elfride Swarncourt is a character whose emotions as influenced by
love are totally the instrument of her environment. Whatever that environ-
ment may be, Elfride respondes to it quickly and powerfully. Hardy prepares
us for this in the opening words , "Elfrede Swarncourt was a girl whose enotions
lay very near the surface." (1)
So we do not expect her to be stable emotionally but the creature of whatever
emotional influence happens to be strongest in her environment at any given
time
.
This is shown first by the sentimental attitude which she has toward
the men of the novels which she read; secondly, by her affair with Stephen
Smith, and thirdly by her affair with Knight.
When the story opens, Elfride is a young woman who has led e very
sheltered life and knows of the passions of humanity only through her reading.
So we find her ready to wesp over the tragic end of a love story one minute
and the next greatly thrilled over the fact that Stephen Smith whom she has
never seen will soon will be in the house where she is the hostess.
Elfride promptly falls in love with Smith, the most attractive man in
her environment. And as long as he remains and no other attraction enters,
Elfride's love is true to Stephen. Alter the environmental influence and you
find a corresponding change in Elfride. In other words as soon as Knight
appears, the attractions of Stephen begin to fade until the new influence
dominates her mental and emotional outlook. Then the environment of which
she is a product becomes in turn a means of controlling utterly her emotions.
(1) "A Pair of Blue Eyes" Page 1
r
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The simplicity and crudity of Stephen's parents become more glaring to Elfride
and provide an excuse with which she justifies in her own mind her conduct
toward Stephen. So she gradually accepts her father's warning that the Smith
family are not enough her social equals to make such a marriage feasible.
"Perhaps there is nothing more hardening to the tone of young minds
than their discovering how their dearest nnd strongest wishes have become
gradually by Time the Cynic to be the very note of some selfish policy which
at an earlier hour they despised." (l)
In the third instance of Slfride's love, she becones destroyed by her
environment. Through her refusal to clear up certain little mysteries in her
past, she loses Knight. Under a cloud of disapproval at home, and the un-
happiness of losing Knight, Elfride accepts marriage with Lord Luxelian and
like other Victorian heroines goes into a decline and dies presumably of a
broken heart.
The influence of the environment on the love of Marty South for Giles
V.interbourne is to the casual reader a rather pathetic case. On closer thought
though one feels a bit angry with Harty that she made no attempt to become
really a rival of Grace rather than a passive being who so utterly yields the
field without a struggle. The reason for this attitude is not far to seek. The
rustic in her naturally feels shy and inferior in the presence of the city per-
son. Such had become the relative positions of Grace and Marty. So she watched
Grace from afar, envied her, and lost Giles. These long broodings were destined
at last to burst forth like a volcano. The book closes with the impassioned
scene where Marty throws herself on Giles' grave and pours out to the unheeding
ear her sentiment. Even then we must recognize her as the only woman in the
story actually suited to be the wife of Giles, the woman of whose love environ-
ment was the enemy.
"'Mow, my own, own love!, she whispered, 'You are mine and only mine,
for she has forgot 'ee at last, although for her you died. But I whenever I
get up, I'll think of *ee and whenever I lie down I'll think of 'ee. Whenever
I plant the young larches I'll think none can plant them as you did; and when-
ever I split a gad or turn the cider wring, I'll say none could do it like you.
(1) "A Pair of Blue Eyes" Page 303
(
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If ever I forget your name let me forget home and Heaven! But no, no, my love,
I can never forget *ee; for you was a good man and did good things. ' "(1)
Tess Durbeyfield is, except for Eustacia Vye, the greatest illustration
Hardy gives of a woman who at a crisis becomes emotionally unbalanced. Love
is the single strongest element in her life and her environment is such as to
cause her to be led into acts illustrative of great emotional disturbance.
In the first instance of this, consider her attitude with reference to
the death of her unbaptized child. Her lack of knowledge and experience in
such matters made her extremely superstitious. She had been taught in church
that anyone who dies unbaptized went straight to Hell, She now realized that
her innocent babe was dying and was terrified with fear that eternal damnation
would descend upon it. This fear was increased through her father's refusal
to have a minister. Thus we have the picture of Tess, alone with the dying
baby and growing more terrified as the hours dragged slowly on. So intense be-
came her feeling that her night-go7/n became damp with the perspiration and the
bedstead shook with each throb of her heart. So Tess baptized the baby herself
with the little brothers and sisters for the congregation.
"her high enthusiasm having a transfiguring effect upon the face which
had been her undoing, showing it as a thing of immaculate beauty with an im-
press of dignity which was almost regal'.' (2)
The foregoing scene is illustrative of the wild emotional excitement
to which Tess under the properly stimulative conditions was a prey.
V»'itnessing how the environment of the tragedy of her baby's death could
move Tess into a creature in whom judgment played no part, v.'e expect the en-
vironment of a great joy to effect her even more. Nor are we disappointed
in this expectation. Environment which through emotion so controlled Tess
in the meeting with her husband conquered her. Tue reaction from so many
months of loneliness was so great that Tess murdered .lee and in a state of
exaltation told .-.ngel of her act. But the love which so thoroughly unbalanced
Tess sustained her to the end. according to her own statement she was glad
(1) "The V.'oodlanders" Page 364
(2) "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" Page 104
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when the officers came for her because she thought her happiness too great
to last. Why should she believe that it could last when all her life sane
influence or other had always snatched her dearest possessions from her
grasp?
Like Tess the reaction of the environment on the love of Eustacia
Vye made her emotionally unbalanced and was the cause of her final overthrow.
Eustacia was doubtless more in love with love than with Clym. She dreamed
of being romantically and passionately wooed and won. In the face of all
thes- glowing day-dreams, Egdon Heath seemed the epitome of all that was drab
and drear on earth. The fact that Clym Yeobright represented the outside Trorld
,
which she wished to know, was what made him so attractive to Eustacin. He
was romance. Y«hen she found that she could not go to Paris, Eustacia lost
interest in her husband and allowed herself to become a victim to silly plans
and desires to escape. Thus, in her case the effect of environment on love was
to upset her emotional balance.
2. Hatred for Environment is stronger than Love for People
Now the environment which Eustacia hated conquered her through wreck-
ing her love affair with Clym. Her hatred for the Ressex environment of
Egdon Henth was stronger than her love for Clym. The two agents of her down-
fall were Mrs. Yeobright and Damon Y/ildeve. The death of the former placed
Eustacia in a terrible situation. She v/ould not explain the truth to Clym
because of Wildeve's part in the affair. So distorted was her judgment of
true values that she preferred leaving home to telling her husband the in-
cident which really occurred in connection with her mother-in-law T s visit
to her house. Ruled here wholly by emotion, reason played no part in her
conduct. Her environment had so tangled her desires that she let her hatred
for Wessex conquer her love for Clym.
V/e have yet one more proof that her hatred for her environment was
stronger than her love for her husband. Just as she married Clym to escape,
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so she planned to elope with Wildeve to escape.
Thus Eustacia's lack of emotional balance which manifested itself in
hatred of Egdon was intensified and brought to a head under the influence of
love. Love which had been her weapon against the heath became in t urn the
weapon which Egdon used and with it won.
3. Characters torn by Conflicting Emotions
-jnong the men characters of the Wessex novels there are two definite
reactions to the influence of environment on love — they either strive toward
a definite goal which love sets for them or they are torn by the conflicting
desires which it causes. The conflicting desires represent the struggle be-
tween love and some personal prejudice or ambition.
Among the first group is Giles V»interbourne. From the infancy of the
two, it was understood that he and Grace were to marry. The engagement v/hich
had been half-hearted enough before, now became positively looked down upon by
Grace after her year away at school. Giles at first instead of realizing the
unsuitability of the match continued to view Grace in the light of his future
wife.
This attitude continued even in the face of the courtship of Dr. Fitzpiers
until in his attitude toward Grace, the goal of his constant striving, Giles
became the counterpart of Marty's attitude toward hinself . That is he saw her
falling in love with Dr. Fitzpiers, gave up the fight and went uncomplainingly
to defeat even as Marty did. Thus his obsession of inferiority to Grace un-
balanced his mind so much that he did not try to win her when confronted with
a little opposition.
Ho.vever the marriage of Grace to Fitzpiers proves but an incident in
the actual course of his love for her. The life in the woods, in a solitude,
where he had no one in whom to confide even had he so desired, developed in
Giles the habit of great emotional repression, and of locking his aspirations
away in his own heart. Disciplined in those habits, he accepted the loss of
9
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Grace without the outward show of sorrow which a man from the town might have
shown. Love in him had a constancy seldom equalled in others. For when he
lost Grace the second time, he appeared even more worthwhile than he had in his
eagerness to recover her. Then that last act of chivalrous devotion when he
sacrificed his life to the god of convention showed the possibilities of this
man whose chief claim to a knowledge of life was the experiencing of bitter
disappointments through deep passions. If environment and love made Giles
narrow, it also gave him strength to direct his conduct in what seemed to be
the right path. But although we admire him for the sacrifice which he made,
we pity him for the sense of inferiority which his secluded life had developed
and which cause him to give up the fight without a struggle.
In a totally different manner Jocelyn Pierston advanced toward a certain
goal. Yet unlike Giles love to him was almost an impersonal thing. He was
almost Shellyean in his search for tie ideal beauty in a material woman.
Throughout life he hoped to find the ideal woman, the well-beloved. Sometimes
he thought he had found her; but in a few days or weeks he would realize his
mistake. This illusion was developed by the wandering life which he led from
the haunts of society back to the primitive Portland, from the clever London
ladies back to the descendents of his early love. So an environment as an influ-
ence on the love of Joselyn Pierston was one of unrest and dissatisfaction. Of
course the difficulty was that he expected mure than ever could be found in a
human being. Of all the men whom Hardy has drawn as V/essex characters, Pierston
seems the least possible , unless we account for his rather mystic temperament
on the grounds that from the primitive Portland he inherited an attitude toward
his fellows which we in the present day of hurry and rush are in no way capable
of understanding.
In Henry Knight, Hardy has drawn the superfast idious man, who through
accusing Elfride unjustly allows himself to be town by conflicting desires.
His life before meeting her was conducive to a narrow and biased attitude toward
s
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women. As the result of living apart from women so many years, he must of
necessity judge them from the standpoint of theory rather than of actual
observation and contact. Mentally dwarfed by this narrow environment of student
and editor, he could not comprehend that a girl brought up in the country as
Slfride had been could have expreienced love at so early an age. 7/orse yet
that she could have been engaged to marry another man and had conducted her-
self in a manner open to criticism! This attitude seems overdrawn and we
wonder how he could condemn Elfride on the fragmentary evidence which he had -
fragments which he magnified into mountains. He is a rather despicable
character in his wavering between love and prejudice. Supremely selfish in
the satisfaction of the narrow life which he had formerly led and supremely
deluded in his faith in the ability of a lonely country life to prevent a
beautiful girl from having a lover! His years with his books had developed in
him a theory of what the innocent woman was and to this pattern he could not
fit Elfride. So rather than throw his stereotyped views away and accept life
as it is in reality, he was sufficiently unbalanced hot to be able to see the
situation in a true perspective, and so lost Elfride.
The climax of indecision between love and prejudice as shown by
Hardy's men is achieved in Ajigel Clare. Here the influence of environment
on love develops a narrowness of outlook which amounts almost to fanaticism
and which shows an emotional disturbance unreasonable in the extreme.
Angel's unjustness to Tess lay in his own inconsistency. From the
beginning he knew that she was a peasant, had wooed her as such. Yet to
her he presisted in applying the standards of the more complex society which
he had earlier known. When he says to Tess
"Don't, Tess, don't argue. Different societies, different manners.
You seem like an unappreciateive peasant woman, who has never been initiated
into the proportion of things." (1)
This to the girl whose unsophist ication had been her great charm! He is im-
possibly cruel in his attitude toward her. He admits that different socie-
(1) "Tess of the D'Urbervilles Page 264
#
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ties made different manners. Yet even as he makes this admission he condems
Tess for thinking according to the society in which she had grown up and
because of which he had felt that she was especially qualified to make a
farmer's wife, fie condemned her when he found that she was only human.
Angel Clare was still the product of an intolerant narrow clergy whose code
of social life could not be applied to the peasant class.
4. Philosophy of Life
(1) Desire to Escape from Environment
Many of the characters of Hardy embody in their philosophy a desire
to escape from their unpleasant environments. There are four outstanding
instances where leading characters make marriage a means of escape* Of
those who attempted to use marriage to such an end, three found death rather
than marriage the only way. These three are Sustacia Vye , Tess Durbeyfield,
and Jude Fawley. The fourth, Grace Melbury, lives and does escape but at
the price of the life of Giles Wint erbourne ; secondly, by the time she is
to leave Little Hintock she is destined to stay. In each case the penalty
for rebelling against the environment is death - and death in a violent form.
Eustacia beautiful, passionate, stormy,felt that she hated the heath,
that it was this inimical spirit which, if sne did not escape, would surely
crush her. Hardy himself admits that Eust-acia's distorted vision was
largely the result of her environment.
nTo dwell on the heath without studying its meanings was like
weading a foreigner without learning his tongue." (1)
Thus her philosophy of life became warped and the only real value that she
saw in life was escape. This made her pessimistic as she had no way to
effect this escape. V/hat are commonly called the greatest things in life,
love, family, home, appealed to her only as a means to this end.
To escape the heath Sustacia married Clym and became shackled to
it. Captured, she became reckless. Her power of seeing beyond the trivial
(1) "The Return of the Native" Page 83
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trials of the present day disappeared and she saw only the trials. The
heath was closing in on her, the great means of escape had failed. So
Eustacia took the other avenue of escape which many of Hardy's characters
found allied with marriage; namely, death. The spirit of Egdon, the deadly
ruler of her environment which she so hated had conquered and with a dis-
torted philosophy of life she sought another environment.
Even more tragic than Eustacia in her desperate struggles against
her environment is Tess, for she is more the woman and less the revengeful
goddess. Eustacia in her philosophy considers only herself; Tess the needs
of her family and the will of her husband. Like Eustacia she was in the
pursuit of happiness, but unlike Eustaci- she looked for it only in the
happiness of others. It is worth while to follow the influence of environ-
ment on Tess* philosophy and see how in spite of her emotional weakness she
is really staunch in her conduct.
A brief resume of the prime cause for each of Tess 1 affairs with
men will bear out this statement. In the first place, she had no desire
to claim the aristocratic relationship with the D'Urbervilles. However the
needs of her family demanded that she do this; so her own wishes were
sacrificed. Blinded in her innocence, she attempted to raise the conditions
of her home through working for Mrs. D'Urberville , which position she secured
only because of the fancy that Alec had for her. The result of this was
Tess* ruin. Toward her old environment, which most girls would have found
intolerable, she soon developed an attitude of apathy rather than pessimism.
In her Tirst experiment the process and results were just the opposite to
Eustacia's. Eustacia was married, Tess was not. Eustacia was chained more
closely, Tess was free to leave the environment where she was now a social
outcase. Eustaci.a was rebellious, Tess was first crushed, then apathetic,
then hopeful. But the experiment had made Tess distrustful of happiness and
love. Her environment was beginning to win in the battle against her formerly
(J
sane philosophy of life.
Her second experiment was a deliberate attempt to escape. There was
nothing for her at home, nothing in the occupation of being a milkmaid.
Angel Clare stood before her offering his love, telling her that nothing in
her innocent past was great enough to influence him against her. Although
she struggled, love necessarily made Tess v/eak and this time she experimented
in love in accordance with her personal desires. By marrying Angel, she had
apparently left behind forever the mistakes of her former days and the life
of the dairies. This was her means of escape. But if the environment had
through her love made her weak, it had not influenced her philosophy of what
was right and what was wrong. She could not do what a more unscrupulous
woman would have done - conceal from Angel the knowledge of her affair with Ale
She was still staunch enough to do what she knew was fundamentally right.
In spite of her greatness - greatness -.vhich it took the whole world
to conquer - Tess was finally conquered. Before the dire need of her family,
and the continued neglect of her husband, in her need to escape her environment
Tess* philosophy becomes sufficiently distorted to allow her to become a
prostitute in her relations with Alec. Three times she used marriage or its
substitute as a means of escape, and at the end of the third time she is more
closely bound than ever before.
already conquered, Tess was subjected to a final blow when Angel re-
turned ready to forgive the past. The effect of this on Tess was that again
she saw life in its true values. V.'e may say that she was mad when she
murdered Alec but in that madness she realized that since the first door,
marriage, did not mean escape, there was only the second one, death, left
for her now. Death to Alec must rebound in death to herself. But the
vision that came in her madness and the environment which destroyed her body,
and for a time warped her philosophy, did not permantly win over her love
for Angel. Its only victory in converting her to pessimism was to give her
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a sense of fatalism that happiness was not destined to be a part of her lot.
Anyone who does not agree with this statement needs only to read her speech
to Angel when she was arrested.
"It is as it should be Angel, I am glad - yes glad! This happiness
could not have lasted. It was too much, I have had enough; and now I shall
not live for you to despise me." (l)
Tragic as were the struggles of Eustacia and Tess to escape through
marriage and death, the stark, unrelieved horror of such a situation is most
clearly shown in the case of Jude the Obscure. At first, however, he did
not seek marriage or death as a means of escape as the girls did.
Jude's great aim was to become educated, to study in the college of
Christminster . To do this he had to escape from the environment of Mary-
green. After ten years of laborious studying without the aid of tutors or
any encouragement, Jude was beginning to take the initial steps which should
free him to become educated when his aim was blocked and his old environment
stopped him short because of woman and marriage. Unlike Tess and Eustacia
he did not seek marriage as a means of escape but fell a victim to it through
the wiles of Arabella and his own weakness. Still conventional, still
honest, Jude married Sue and the marriage which he had not sought was the
first influence in a long series to change him from an ambitious, hopeful
boy to a despondent, disillusioned man. Jude's next matrimonial venture,
if it can be called that, this time of his own seeking, went still farther
in warping his philosophy of life. Then he began to accept the revolutionary
code of Sue and felt that two people could rightfully live together in the
relations of husband and wife as long as both wished that relationship.
As soon as the latter desire ceased, such conditions were sinful even though
legalized and scant ified by marriage.
Such an attitude must necessarily arouse criticism on the part of
society, and the ban of society's displeasure was more than he and Sue
could endure. Thus ill-health, contempt on the part of his acquaintances, and
(1) "Tess of the D'Urbcrvilles" Page 454
I
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loss of work as a result of his relations with Sue taught him to look on
himself as a social liability. But environment in the form of Arabella
and Sue were to drag Jude still lower until the boy who had looked with
awe on Christminster as a new Jerusalem, who had felt that the breeze
which had touched the spires of Christminster was blessed, became the man
who could say that he distrusted and hated religion and education because
they could not stand the test of reality. Speaking of the spirits of the
dead he said:
"I seem to see and almost hear them rustling. But I don't revere
them as I did then. The theologians, the apologists, and their kin the
:r.9taphysicians, the high-handed statesmen and others, no longer interest
me. All that has been spoiled for me by the grind of stern reality." (l)
When through marriage, Jude's environment had proved too strong and
conquered him, he finally escaped from it as Tess and Eustacia had done
through death. There was this difference - they sought both marriage and
death, Jude became the victim of each without seeking either.
Hardy's theory that woman is inconsistent and unstable is best
summarized in Grice Melbury who is the epitome of these two characteristics.
She wavers betv/een the old love and the new in her endeavor to harmonize
the dictates of her love and the dictates of her judjment. In every case
emotion v/ins. She too considered marriage an escape from environment. The
greater part of her love for Dr. Fitzpiers was the glamor of being the wife
of a professional man. Under such conditions she would enter a far more
cultured life. To this end she sacrificed the love of Giles Winterbourne
.
Thus her philosophy of life and her judgment of values were perverted enough so
that she could not recognize the real value when it is offered her. As soon
as the desire was accomplished, Grace wished that she were not married. For
the time being her struggle against environment clarified her vision although
it brought her greater unhappiness. But her attempt to escape from her
environment through marriage had failed for two reasons. In the first place,
her husband had decided to settle there,. In the second, she was now in love
(1) "Jude the Obscure" Page 356
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with Giles Yanterbourne and did not wish to g o away.
If her environment made her vision clearer it did it at the cost of
the life of Giles when Grace was a coward enough to let Giles perform for
her the act that brought on his death. The conquered Grace really showed a
saner view of life than the unconquered one ever did; for now she realized
the futility of her acts and tried to save what she could out of the wreck of
her life, by going back to live with her husband. The reader feels that
perhaps her chances of being a useful and happy woman are greater than ever
before
.
In conclusion of the study of the effect of environment on philosophy
of life we find that many of the characters struggled desperately. They
sought different doors of escape; but there was only one, death, which never
failed. The necessity for death seems all too often to be the result of un-
happy marriages into which the women rush more eagerly than the men.
(2) Superstitions
Among the ignorant and primitive people, it is customary to find their
philosophy of life largely tinged with superstition. These strange beliefs
for explaining whatever is not understood in the environment pertain to all the
epochs of life. They range from birth to death and include such subjects be-
tween these two extremes as education, marriage, and religion. The super-
stitions of V/essex are interesting to the observer and are very influential in
the lives of these people.
The most remarkable one pertaining to birth is that concerning Christian
Cantle. In these days Christian would scarcely be called a first class moron.
The natives of Egdon Heath felt that all the difficulty lay in the fact that
there was no moon when Christian was born.
"No moon, no man. *Tis one of the truest sayings ever spit out. The
boy never comes to anything that's born at new moon." (1)
Among the natives of Hintock the educated Dr. Fitzpisrs held a rather
(1) HThe Return of the Native" Page 29
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unique position. In the first place, he was an outsider which was practically
the same as being a foreigner. Moreover, he had books on philosophy come direct
from London which caused the people to think that he was in league with the Devil.
This caused many speculations on the long winter evenings when gossip was scarce.
Many customs concerning weddings today are reminescent of old folk be-
liefs; but generally now they have an air connected with the spirit of merry-
making. Those which Tess realized though were quite the contrary and all point-
ed to an unhappy marriage. The first one occurred when a milkmaid told Tess
that the banns were not asked in church. Not knowing that she could be married
by license, this indicated a postponement of the wedding which seemed to Tess
to be a bad omen. When she tried on the wedding gown, Tess remembered an old
ballad of a mystic wedding robe
"That never would become the wife
That once had done amiss, M (l)
In the remembrance of her past Tess feased that her wedding gown might change
color because of her guilt as did that of Queen Guenever.
-mother part of the Tfessex superstition was to swear an oath on some
sacred object,, the oath through association with the object gaining in power.
Thus Tess swears at a cross not to tempt Alec again. Later she asked an old
man what was the reason for erecting the cross there. He told her that it
was a thing of ill-omen put up in memory of a malefactor who was tortured and
hanged there. This causes another foreboding to Tess on the possibility of
keeping fate apart from Alec's.
In connection with illness and death there was sometimes in Wessex
the superstition that the patient was bewitched. This old superstition like
the others had been handed down orally for generations. Little Johnny
ITunsuch was ill and his mother believed that the child was bewitched. The
guilty person in her opinion was Uustacia Vye. However there was an old
ceremony by which it was believed that a sick person v/ho was bevitched could
(1) "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" Page 234
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be cured. So we are given an account of how Susan put a curse on Eustacia,
which ceremony was supposed to be followed by violent death.
WA ghastly invention of superstition, calculated to bring pov/erlessness
,
atrophy and annihilation on any human being against whom it was directed." (1)
Susan had made from beeswax an effigy about six inches tall resembling a
woman. Around the neck she tied a red ribbon, and drew with ink sandals on the
feet as this was the only part of Eustacia* s costume for the day of the bewitch-
ing of which she was sure from the description of it by Johnny. Then with
terrible energy she thrust as many as fifty pins into the effigy.
"Seizing with the tongs the image which she had made of Eustacia she
held it in the heat, and v/atched it as it began to waste slowly away, .'aid
while she stood thus engaged there csme from between her lips the murmur of
words •
"It was a strange jargon — the Lord's Prayer repeated backwards
the incantation usual for obtaining unhallo?/ed assistance against an enemy.
Susan uttered the lugubrious discourse three times slowly, and when it was
completed the image had diminished considerably. As the wax dropped into
the fire a long flame arose from the spit and curling its tongue around
the figure ate still further into its substance. A pin occasionally dropped
with the wax, and the embers heated it red as it lay." (2)
(3) Regard for Conventions
If we glance at the list of characters in the 7/essex novels whose
lives broken conventions have so ruined, we realize that it is in the small
town that the rules of convention exert their greatest influence. Here a
questionable escapade becomes generally known and generally discussed. The
appearance of guilt is commonly mistaken for guilt itself and the consequences
are often dire.
We find the men in these novels were more influenced by the laws of
propriety than the women. In this classification are Angel Clare, Henry
Knight, Giles Winterbourne, Clym Yeobright, and Jude Fawley.
Angel Clare, the lover of Tess, was the slave of convention because
he insisted on applying the standards of a complex society to a peasant girl
brought up under totally different environment. It was not that he did not
love Tess but that he could not forget that she had broken the greatest social
(1) "The Return of the Native" Page 443
(2) "The Return of the Native" Page 445
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law. Hardy himself says of Angel,
"He was yet a slave to conventionality when surprised back into his
early teachings. In considering what Tess was not, he overlooked what she
was and forgot that the deficient can be more than the entire. (1)
Thus as Hardy says Angel was a slave enough to sacrifice Tess to the
prejudices that had long been instilled into his mind as regards a pure woman.
The counterpart of Angel was Henry Knight. Perhaps he was even a
little more so in everything than Angel. Whereas Tess had borne a child to
another man, Elfride had simply been engaged. She lacked the freshness of
absolute inexperience in love. Worse than that there was an ugly story of
her having gone away with a young man and having stayed away for a day and a
night. Since Elfride refused to explain to the fastidious Henry, he assumed
the worst possible as to her conduct on that trip. Another slave to convention,
he sacrificed Elfride on the altar of his selfish vanity, and condemned her in
spite of a lack of evidence on grounds that would now make any sensible person
blush for shame.
The third man to condemn a woman for that of which she was innocent
was Clym. The fact that a man had been in his house when his mother was not
admitted was proof enough to Clym that Eustacia was unfaithful to him. The
evidence on which the woman was condemned is growing weaker in every case and
Clym was redeemed from being a monster only by the comparative haste with
which he sought a reconciliation with Eustacia — but as in the other cases
the attempt came too late. Sustnci a Vye was drowned in the waters of Shadwater
Weir because her husband could not forgive her and she was too proud to tell
him the truth.
Just as Angel Clare, Knight, and Clym sacrificed their wives or sweet-
hearts on the altar of convention, so Giles offered himself, rather than have
Grace Melbury the victim of gossip. More than once she placed herself in com-
promising situations and it was always Giles v/ho had the strength to carry out
the decrees of despotic convention. A simple incident of this nature occurred
(1) "Tess of the D'Urbervilles" Page 302
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when Grace offered to kiss Giles. At that time he knew what she did not; namely,
that Grace could have no divorce from Dr. Fitzpiers.
"The wrong, the social sin, of now taking advantage of her lips had a
magnitude in the eyes of one whose life had been so primitive, so ruled by
purest household laws as Giles which can hardly be explained." (1)
The crowning act of his devotion was the three days spent in the lean-to so that
Grace might occupy his cottage. Thus he saved her reputation at the price of
his life. For this Giles meets the supreme test of unselfishness, just as the
others had that of selfishness; and in each case convention was appeased.
When we come to Jude, we find an attitude so modern in the conception
that he and Sue had of marriage, that it is too far advanced to be acceptable
even now. We remember that Jude had tried to make reparations for his realier
conduct by marrying Arabella. This affair disillusioned him and showed him
what a sham convention might be. So he was more tractable to Sue's teaching.
She felt a curious dread of being bound to live always with someone, of finding
that she did not love him, and yet by law having to live on with him. This
according to Sue was a great sin. For this reason she and Jude lived without
the marriage ceremony.
In spite of their ultra-modern tendencies, they could not endure the
displeasure of their associates and finally even came to feel that their
terrible misfortunes were punishment for their manner of living. As a result,
both were sacrificed - he to return to Arabella, Sue to her husband.
With one dead and the other returned to a distasteful marriage, con-
ventionality was again established on a pedestal.
(1) "The Woodlanders" Page 287
(I
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In conclusion I have found through ay study that there were two great
environmental influences on the main characters of the Wessex novels.
The first of these is that Thomas Hardy was a native of Wessex. His
immediate parents were a deteriorated branch of the noble family of LeHardy.
Thomas Hardy grew up near a heath corresponding to Egdon, in the very heart of
the Wessex country. With the exception of a few months spent in London,
while he was studying architecture all of his youth was spent in V/essex. He
was essentially a Wessex boy both by heredity and environment and as such
was better qualified to write of Wessex and its people.
The second of these is that as a result of repeated invasions the
Wessex of the past has had as sad a history as any part of England. From
the early invasions there have come down to the present times influences and
relics which speak for a past filled with political and social upheavals.
These two Wessex influences have shown themselves in the technique
of Hardy. First they have made the setting the most important part of the
novels; for without the Wessex background the novels would be lacking a truly
distinguishing characteristic. The Wessex setting has effected the plots of
Thomas Hardy through his acceptance of belief in fatalistic coincidence which
is prevelant in Wessex. In his characterization we find that Hardy was an
artist only as he portrayed real Wessex people.
I found the Y/essex environment also influenced the main characters.
The occupations are conducive to simple unskilled labor and tend to narrow the
outlook on life. The recreations are primitive dating back to the folk customs
and generally they appealed to the emotional rather than the intellectual side
of life. Through its influence on love and hatred, Wessex seems to unbalance
many of the characters emotionally. The environment perverts the philosophy
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of life and judgment of values to such an extent that the characters use
marriage and death purely as a means of escape from an unpleasant situation.
Finally the people allow conventions and gossip to control even the most
important acts of their lives.
In concluding, we may say that the V.'essex setting was inimical to
the normal development and living of the main characters of Hardy's novels.
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